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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION,

This book is the third of the revised Series of

Sanskrit Readers which have been prepared for the

upper four standards of High Schools and Middle

Schools, As announced in the Preface to the Second

Sanskrit Course Part I, this part is specially intended

for the students of Anglo-vernacular Standard VI, and

treats of the Perfect, the two Futures, the Conditional,

Causals, Numerals and Compounds. The treatment"

of these subjects in the book is as complete as possible,

and sufficient for Matriculation students. The lengthy
exercises have been shortened and adapted for the

requirements of the Standard. Explanatory Notes are

given at the end of each lesson. There are six lessons

on Compounds of which the last two, viz., 6th and 7th,

treat of harder Compounds and may be taught in

Standard VII. The last three lessons, originally

given in the Third Sanskrit Course and now transfer-

red to this, have one Vocabulary at the end of the

book. It will thus satisfy the long felt want of a

suitable Sanskrit text-book for the Sixth Standard.

The work of revising and re-arranging the lessons

was entrusted to Mr. K. G. Oka, to whom my thanks

are due for the great assistance 1 have received from

him in bringing out this Series of Sanskrit Readers.

PooNA > I M. S. GOLE.
28th June 1904.)

20O4693
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INTRODUCTION.

L

RULES OF INTERNAL SANDHI.

We reproduce some of the rules of Internal Sandhi which

ihave a special bearing in this part, together with a few Special

.Sandhi Rules.

S. Rule 15. Before initial vowels, semi-vowels and

nasals of terminations and suffixes, final consonants of nominal

.and verbal bases remain unchanged. E. g.

or

.Exctptiont:

(a) Before the suffixes TO and J^T^T, final ^> >

( obtained by 8. Eule 16 ) must be changed to the nasals of

their classes. E. g. q
i

n3[+ IRf=3T3M-i;Rr (8. Knle

so also

(b) In compounds 8. Rule 10 (c) and 11 (c) are observed

along with 8. Rule 16. E . g. srr+g7?f==qr*3*?r or Mlgg**> Wtf-
^T=TnTW o r >TFT?T> ff^+TrT=f^TfnT or I^*Tf<|.

The usual practice in this case is to change the final to

the nasal.

S. Rule 16. Before initial consonants (other than

emi-vowela and nasals ) of terminations, as also when no termi-
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nation* is to be added, the final consonants of bases are in tht-

firit place so altered as to be any of the following consonants:

^, ! *> *J *> *%> * *> ^ ^ *> *J * ^ *
This is brought about thus-

Final g, or, 55;, g^, 3^, ^ and^ are changed to fr

, i^fs; '
to ^

*,s* *<>*

Exciptiom :

(a) The final tj of the roots ^3^, ^^, zp^, ?j^ aid ^rr^ ie*

changed to cr; so also the^ of %r^ and *$ of 5TV-

(J) The $ of f^^, ?^ and^^ if final or followed by Pada-

terminations is changed to
37-, otherwise to *$. The final ?y of q^i

may be changed to ^ or ^r under the same circumstances.

8. Rale 17. Final ar, ar, q^,
<T are softened to TT, ^, ^, IT

respectively when followed by initial toft consonants except

nasals and semi-vowels. E. g. ^g^+ ^=^T||*^%> re?I+f>T:-

refar: MT5T?^% (from **>*% paes.), STPTf^ ( from 3^), &c.

8. Rule 20. ?T ( whether final in the base or initial ia

a termination ), provided it is followed by a vowel or by a

dental consonant or by ^, v or 7, is changed to qr, when it id-

preceded by ^>, 3;
or

<j
or by any vowel except aj or n> either

immediately or separated from it by a Visarga or the Anusv&ra

interted in N. Aco. V. pi. Ntut. . g. rm-S=*Rj+g=^r*I I

' ^3 ' 3rf%^--w=3Tf%:^ or srf^r^ "

Acc ' V ' *'

8. Rule 21. (a) In compounds final *f preceded by f or

^ changes to ^before initial ^7, ^, qr and <. E. g.

* The words 'no termination' should be understood to

mean that there is actually no termination to be added or that

the termination when added is dropped by 8 Rule 84.
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(i) Final ^ preceded by ar Q* 3TT remains unchanged
before the derivatives of ^ (

'. . ^$, sfnr? &c- ) and ^^ (
i. ,

3PT, 37F?T, &c- )i before qiT> fTWf and some other words; and
before the suffixes 3* and ^r^f. -" 9-

(c) The final ^ of ^ij^, 5^ and fa^(wh0n used at

Prefixes ), before the initial ^ of the root ^ or its derivatives

remains unchanged. R. g. JT1rfr^r> H<^t^ :
, NiMtOftT, &c.

(d) The prefixes pf^, 5^, 3rrt^ and SfTf^ change their
CT to 5^, when followed by roots or their derivatives beginning
with ^ 13 , ^ or <r. E. g.

In all other cases, 8. Rules 5, 6 and 7 should be observed

in forming the pada base. E. g.

or ^^g ( 8. B. 5. c ).

: ( S. B. 6. )

: ( 8. B. 6.)

( 8. B. 7. a )

( 8. B. 5. b )

S. B. 6).

For the change of ^to q^, in the case of roots beginning
with ^and prefixes ending in g^, see Art, 58, 59, F. 8. O.

S. Rule 22. Verbal bases ending in g- change it to 3
before terminations beginning with *r^of the Simple Future

( TO ),
of the Aorist, of the Benedictive and of the Desiderative.

E. g. *rT+raf<r=TOim i srera;+*frcc=a^i*tu<i (Aor.) i f^I
c^f%(Desid. of ^) I

This ^remains unchanged before terminations beginning
with q^and ?r^;

and also before those mentioned in 8. Bule 15.

S. Rule 24. (a) Final <^when followed by the initial

CT of a verbal termination is changed to ^, provided that
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IB not dropped by S. R. 34. (b) Final q^ remains unchanged

before * and ^ of verbal terminations. (<?)
In all other cases

it changes to ^OT T. E. g.

00 t^+f^tfsr i t*+wft=twfr i

**rf?t=^+rf*r=Wrf<f I (
c

8. B. 16 )=3TPfT+ ^t=HT?rp^.
8. Rule 25. If a dental ( f. . 33% and g^) is immedi-

ately preceded by a lingual ( i. . jTr^t and^), it is changed

to the corresponding lingual. S. g.

T=?5r ( by 8. B. 24. b and 25 ),

8o al0 ^a1' *Sf ^a1 (/r0771

&C. l%+frr=$fel JTffr+^Tr= Jrfto I Tf^+ ^?T=HfHfrT (Art.

58. F. B. o. ), mp; 4- ?nr=^[: + w* =^5^+ <ra"=^^+ ?r^=^3-

Y^(8. B. 8(0), 5 (6) and 20).

S. Rule 26. (o) If final
q^, v^, or ^ is followed by <j or

y of a termination, it is changed to i, ^, or ^ respectively,

while at the same time the q^or y^is changed to vj\ E. g.

80 also

(J) If final ^ is followed by\, *^or ^, the T, is dropped,

the preceding vowel ( except^ ) being lengthened, and ^, if or

a being changed to y. (For instances, see under next Bule ).

S. Rule 27. (o) Final
jj^is changed to ^ before the

initial CT of verbal terminations, provided the *f is not elimin-

ate by 8. B. 34. E. g. %*+ f!r=fcfir I ^4-^^f?r=T^?r^ I

But ir^fr!r^+^=T^n*3LI

(&) In other cases, as well as before Pada terminations, it

is changed to ^ if the radical syllable begins with ^, and to

if the syllable begins with any other onsonant. E. g.
? 8 - R - 26 -

(8. B. 2. b)

( )
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(8. Rule ISmustbe observed. jB./.^n;+ if=fntT

:l)

Exception?.

(a) sffc^changes its ? to

(4) The ^ of the roots ??, g^, fa% and ^35 may be chang-

ed to T^or 5. E. g. 5^+3=9*^ or gr ( S. E. 26. I ) |

(c) The gr of q^; is in all eases changed to g\. E. g.

(d) The radical 37 of q-g: and ^^, instead of being leng-

thened by S. R. 26 is changed to arf. E. g. ?=r^+?T=
>

^f^+?T (S.

R. 27. b )=wz(pp. ); ^4-^=^^+^=^? ( P. Future ) ;

similarly ^rf^> ^f^( Inf - )

S. Rule 28. In a syllable beginning with IT, f or ^and
ending in any of the aspirates q-, ?, ^ >r or

g;,
the initial *r r

^ or
7^

is changed to sr, --j, or *r, respectively, when the aspirate

is changed to the unaspirate on account (1) of its becoming
final by 8. R. 34, or (2) of its being followed by a termina-

tion beginning with v.? or r^, or (3) of its forming the Pada

base. E. g.

( S. B. 34 )=93> ,

(S. R. 34)=g?i

(2)

s. R. 27. o =

or

In forming compounds, the first member is changed to

its Pada base, and the above rule is in the that case applicable.

E.g.
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8. Rule 29. ^ at the end of a base is changed to

Anusvara before sibilants. It is changed to ^ if it becomes

final or is followed by Pada terminations or terminations

beginning with 7 or q.

Before other consonants it changes to the nasal of the

class to which the consonant belongs. Before vowels and

semi-vowels (except g- ) it remains unchanged. E. g.

8. Rule 30. (a) Boots ending in 9 or r drop them

before consonantal terminations except 7. E.g.

(i) Final i, when not changed to Guna or Vriddhi, is

equivalent to fr, but after labials to ^.
(c) Bases ending in ^ or ^, if preceded by \ or 7, lengthen

the f or 7 if the ^ or ^ is immediately followed by a conso-

nantal termination. E. g.

But

(d) Nominal and verbal bases ending in^ and ^lengthen
the f and ^ when ^ becomes final ( by 8. Rule 84). The f
and <r are also lengthened in forming the Pada base, provided

this latter is followed by a consonant. E.g. rnr+^ifr: I

(0) Nouns ending in ^ retain it before the termination

of the Locative plural. E. g.
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I

In all other cases of internal or external Sandhi, S. Bale
$ should be observed in the case of final ^.

When final ^ is changed to Yisarga it is subject to the

game changes as a common Yisarga undergoes according to

8. Rule 5.

S. Rule 31. (a.) The final f or of a radical base if

preceded by a conjunct consonant is changed to f^qr and, if

not so preceded, to sr, before weak vowel-terminations. E, g.

(ft) The final 3- or ^- of a radical base is changed to ^
under the same circumstances whether preceded or not by a

conjunct consonant. E.g.
Exceptions :

The final 7 of the bases of roots of the 5th and the 8th

Conjugations when not preceded by a conjunct consonant is

changed to f .

S. Rule 32. Final q-, ^ aff and ^ are changed to 3T?T>

arra^ sr^and 3TT^ respectively, before terminations commencing
with a vowel.

S. Rule 37. The final
q;

of bases is changed to Anusv&ra

before sibilants of terminations.

S. Rule 38. Roots beginning with ^followed by a

vowel or a dental consonant, and the roots fa> ^TT> *f**J>

and f^r? change their initial g- to g when preceded by the

or ^ of the reduplicative syllable. E. g. Sj-gs
1

; *HCrf^T

FT^-mf^r^; f^-rerf^r; ^f^f^rf^T; & ( This is not

applicable to the roots ^, ^, ^j, ^y, ^3^, ^ and^.)
S. Rule 39. When the reduplicative ^ or ^ is follwed

by the radical
5-, |-

or g-, 37, the two combine into |- or ^
according to the usual rule; but when the reduplicative 3*

or

.j is followed by a dissimilar vowel, the
3-

or g- is changed to

gQ or gg- respectively. E. g.
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8. Rule 40. The terminations^, v^ and ^^(chan-
geable to ^rv.^ by 8. R. 20. ) occurring in the Perfect, the-

Aorist and the Benediotive are changed to ?, ST^ and ^rpr
when immediately preceded by r or any radical vowel except

ar or aft. It is optionally so changed when preceded by the

intermediate 5 following sr, ^ w, q^or 5. ^. g.

(8. B. 30, 6 and e
); W^-ff^=W^f^% or

j^fqf^ (8. R. 31,4);

or r^Kr--r4=^rr%^ or f*nrf*t (S."R. 31,0); ^?
r ^u^i' &0 -

IL

RULES OF REDUPLICATION.

1. Reduplication consists in doubling the initial

vowel or the initial consonant with the following vowel of a

root, the syllable thus prefixed to the root being called the

nduplicative tyllable. . g.

Rt. TO reduplicated ff^ I 7^. q^[ reduplicated <r<r^
i

> 1% tt 3? I n fa%^ fafoiH
Rule 2. If a root begins with a conjunct consonant the

first consonant only with the following vowel is rednplioated .

E.9-

Rt. t*n{ reduplicated fTKH^ I Rt. gn^ reduplicated

fmeeptioni :

If the conjunct consonant consists of a sibilant followed

by a hard consonant, the latter together with the following

vowel is reduplicated. . g.

Rt. FT*^ reduplicated fli^pnj; I Rt. V3 reduplicated
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Rult 3. The reduplicative syllable undergoes modifica-

tion in the following cases :

(a) The aspirate consonant is changed to the correspond-

ing unaspirate in the reduplicative syllable. E.g.

(S. B. 12); ^-TS^; s-$
(Bule 2. excep.); re^-Rf&fj &. ( I fc should be observed

that when the initial consonant of a root is unaspirate, no

change*is required).

(b) A guttural is changed to the corresponding palatal,

and ^ to ^ in the reduplicative syllable. E. g.

f

(c) Long vowels are shortened; 5R", 5^ and ^ are changed-

to ar; q~and ^ to f , aft and zftto ^ in the reduplicative syllable.

E. g. vfi (^r^r-fn?r) *p*n ft Pfftj r f^

LESSON I.

CAUSALS.
1. A oauaal or causative verb may be derived from any

root of the ten Conjugations. It has the sense that a person
or thing makes or orders another person or thing to do action,

denoted by the primary root. E. g.

Jit. 3j^r
to know. Cans, ^hprffi He causes to know, i. e.

teaches or informs,

ip^ to go.
"

TfTqffr He causes to go, i. .

passses (time, &o.)

The formation of the Causal base and its conjugation in

the Special tenaea entirely agrees with that of roots of the 10th

Conjugation. The Causal bases of roots of the 10th Conjuga-
tion are, hence, the same as their Special Conjugational baea.,.
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2. The Oausal base of a foot is formed by the addition

of STO to the root. The sro i g Added to the root according
to the rules given in Art. 30, F. S. 0. Thui :

( 1 ) The final vowel of a root is changed to its Friddhi

substitute. E. g,

Rt. $ Caut. b. 3?r^r Rt. 3 Caut. ft.

-a

*

(2) Penultimate prosodially short r is changed to its

Vriddhi substitute. E. g.

Rt. qij Caut . b. <rr?Rr But Rt. ^jwr^ COM* 6.

(3) Penultimate prosodially short vowels other than

take their Guna substitute. E. g.

Rt. f5r Caf. b. vq But Rt. f Caut. b.

Exceptions to the above rules:

Rt f^f Caut b. Jiinq Rt. wr Caua. ft.

sr

_ or

^*5
or

or
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(7aw* J. ^TT B*. t^ C'a"* & S ^TT or

JPFT

(a) Most roots ending in afT ( including those ending

in <r, and aff which change their finals to *rr ) insert the

consonant
q^
before the spf. E. g. ^r-^TTT, >TT

Exceptions: qr to drink <TPRT

iff to protect qr^T

__.__ J
FTPT or

c nm*c
JL ^TT or

N. B. When a Prefix is added to the roots ^
their Causal bases are CTTTC and J^mq only.

(b) Most roots ending in
sfjj;

do not lengthen their aj.

E. g. r^r-nRT, ?^ r*nr> ^r3[ 3rro> &<

Exceptions:

^i^ *[*!!> *m. 55rPTT, T^ TTT or ^PH7'

N. B. It appears from the usage of the best authors that

in the case of 5^7 ^^, M^> ^. and some other roots, the leng-

thening of the vowel is optional. Thus we have $ftiro or 9RPTO,

=if^T or 'JTnro, &c.

(e) Some roots have two Causal bases which differ in

meaning. The most important of these are :

Rt. <r Caus. b. wq To cause to go.

3TRPT ( with qfrT ) To cause to know.

> 3TFRT ( with arf^T ) To teach.

To cause to remember with regret.

To cause to remember.

To cause to danoe.

To act.

To cause to rejoice.

To intoxicate.
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-' * *nTRT To cause to fall

To cause to go.

f%\j (4. P. ) 3TO3T To accomplish, to prepare.

(l.P.) %>re(withfSr,irf%, &o. ) To prohibit.

ft*T W33 To cause to smile by something.

it CTTTO (^. ) To astonish.

f*f ,- HTfT To threaten with something.

To frighten, to inspire

terror.

)

J

4. Oausal bases, as a general rule, may be conjugated in

both the Padas.* The terminations of the Present, the Imper-

fect, the Imperative and the Potential are the same as those

of the 10th Conjugation. Thus :

Pre. ^i-mffl or ^T, 5 i Imperf. ^Wi^HL or 3res3t, ^o r

Impera. Vd^ift or i
f ? i Pot. ^^ OP

5. The passive of Oausals, their Present and Past Par-

ticiples, their Gerunds and their Infinitives are formed in just

the saiuo way as those of roots of the 10th Conjugation. E. g-

Bt. fJff Caut. b. ^fRf Pass. Preterit

Present Participle (Act.) ffi?jor

( Act. ) rRiq- or

* The Oausals of fv^( 4. A. ), ^, r^, ir^, f with

5, 5- and ^ are conjugated in the Parasmaipada only; so also

are those of roots meaning to swallow or to move, and of

intransitive roots with a sentient being as their agent. The
Oausals of $, ifT to drink, f^, ^^ with arr> J? with crfo ^r
Tl ^C C

1 - **) an^^witn *Tff re mostly conjugated in

the Atmanepada.
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AT
. B. In the declension of Parasmaipada Present Parti-

ciples of the Oausals, ^ ia necessarily inserted in the Femi-

nine base and in the Neuter N., Ao. & V. dual. E. g.

Neut. N. Ac. V. H^^C., %TERfr ^TT
\ >Tf*r?<fr, 'IH^-tft Fern. base.

Gerunds vHhM^b f*pfel Past part.

Infinitives. Sj-^^, IHftd^Hnrfrg^.
6. TAfl use of the Causal

(a) Intransitive verbs become transitive when changed
to the Causal and then govern an object in the Accusative,

ff> 3nft I am pleased, rTm^frl rr^( He ) pleases me.

The Oausals of some transitive roota do not differ in

meaning or use from the primitive roots themselves. E. g. trr

inf?r TnropT i sfr sfiFrrf?T, *frRTfff 1 5^ SFrrav MTN^R i yo i

(5) When transitive verbs are changed to the Oausal

their original subject is put in the Instrumental, the original

object continuing to be in the Accusative. E. g.

Rama gives money.
5T IH-MM Das'aratha causes R&ma to give

money.
The Brahmanas crown Rama by

sprinkling sacred water.

Dasaratha makes Brahmanas

crown Rama &c.

(e) In the passive construction of the Oausal, the original

subject of an intransitive root is put in the Nominative and

the Oausal subject in the Instrumental. ( The original subject

is in the Accusative in the active construction ). E. g. Act.

*T frf5F S^rpRrRT I Pass. ^ iftft^T- WTG^ Wrf<trfr *T I When
the root is transitive, the original object is put in the Nomi-

native in the passive construction of the Oausal, the original

subject as well as the Oausal subject being put in the Inttru-
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mental. E. g. Act. *r*fr Wf <l*tfM I Oaus. f^rnfr fTVT
Caut. Pan.

JV. 1?. In the case of the Oausala of primitive verba go-

verning two Accusatives, the original subject is pot in the

Instrumental, bat the two Accusatives remain unchanged.
Thus f*n USTPT *tf *r^t i Cau.

Cow*. Pa. ^ f*r*jrr tnrr *

Exceptions (1) The Oansals of transitive verbs having
the sense of going, moving, knowing, feeling, eating, drink

ing, studying or reciting, require the original subject of the

primitive root to be put in the Accusative ( and not in the

Instrumental ), the causative verb then governing two Accu-

satives. E. g.

His ancestors went to heaven.

He made his ancestors go to heaven.

He learns the Vedas.

T The preceptor teaches him.

the Vedas.

Similarly, tiiWIMil Hl^ft I ^ T?f MM<lf| I fe |

In the passive construction of the Causals of such verbs

either of the two Accusatives may be changed to the Nomina-

tive, except that verbs implying motion require the agent of

the primitive verb to be put in the Nominative. E. g.

or

But (Act.)

(Pass.)

(2) The original subject of ff and ^ may be put either in

the Accusative or the Instrumental. E. g.

(3) The C&uaal of ^f and q^, though implying motion,

require their original subjects to be put in the Instrumental.

E. g. *jrcFf HTT
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(4) The Oaueals of 3f^ and
igr^

' to eat ' have their

original subject put in the Instrumental. E. g.

(5) The original subject of ^^ is put in the Accusative
or Datire. E. g. tnr tffar tftapfr *T f **Nrfrf I

(6) In the case of the Oausals of qff, npr, g^r, ?pj and
some other roots, the usual practice of the best" authors is to-

put the original subject in the Accusative. For instances, 3ee
the following Exercise.

EXERCISE L

cnrnt

^HHi fTR^rnr ^rt ^F*TT : MiPiH^ll TsNr
T ) I

arffr

'rrr^r

PrT^r

SHIT

?n5Tr

*^q; is a suffix added to nouns and adjectives to form

adverbs meaning
' like ' or 'as' that signified by the base. E. g.

*rfo<I=^rl f^ like a serpent; ij4^a8 before; ?T^.> &c Asa
rule q^ should be used to show similarity with the agent of

the verb of the sentence.
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Rqf

l
: "Tpf

n

The preceptor makes the pupils begin (^ntTO) their

lessons. .

Vasishtha caused the king daily to perform a sacrifice

The king ordered
( BTRTFRT ) the door-keeper to allow the

poets to come in ( srfonr ).

The minister read ( TTC^ ) the letter before the assembly.
The woman plucked up two lotuses; she placed ( f%^r*T )

one on her ear and playfally turned round ( %TTO ) the other

with her hand.

Janaka made Rama marry ( gflfq ) his daughter Sita.

The heat of summer makes the body languid ( i^TO )

When he heard Raghu's words, Indra turned back (ft^ro)
his chariot.

Water does not wet it (*^T?i ), wind does not make it dry

( iftTO ) nd fire does not heat it ( tnro ).

Lakshmana assured ( STTWTO ) Sita that it was not the

voice of Rinuu

Cold wind ripens ( qfimnq ) the fruits of some trees.

He caused the cowherds to milk ( ^ffY ) the cows.
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By clapping her hands, she made the peacock dance,
" I have now repaid ( sn^TT^T ) a heavy debt " ao thought

the sage when he sent ( q-q-q- ) S'akuntala to her husband's
house.

Good music charms
( Hf^^T ) even serpents and beasts.

A bad man accomplishes ( myq ) his objects by deceiving
( JTrnrsr ) good men and putting them

( qirRT ) into difficulties.

The friendship between the lion and the bullock was

destroyed by the wickd jackal.

NOTES: The following lines contain the rules about the

passive construction of Causal verbs:

n

r Words implying union or separation are

generally construed with the Instrumental. S. g. f^ar^rr ^ir*TT

f^JTSJT'ff ff I *fhrzT^ ^rnzra and^irPTsnt afe U3ed when the sabjeot

of these verbs ( i. e. the agent ) is itaelf the source of fear or

astonishment; wznrf^T aQd WT*rf*T are U3 d when the fear or

astonishment is due not to the agent but to some means em-

ployed by the agent. Thus jrriff srrTSr^ or

This is used as the Causal of the Causal of prg^ with jy. When
the Causal of a Causal is to be formed, no change in the original

Causal base is required, the double Causal being inferred from

the construction of the sentence. Thus ^pfr 3HT ^5T3rf?T I

*i% ^ uprrsr^mt i Irtr^r ??[*$& *R ^f sr^r^nrm 11 Pass,

^TT^ 'CF'fr ^ ^prrnTrTMI^rr'T^ 13 nsed to express 'unwilling
consent' and is followed by ?r or rftrrr^. ;=RTR' 5 raay? therefore,

be translated by
:

Alfchough-still,
' '

granting that yet/ &c.

f< Although I do not remember the daughter of the sage, wham
I have repudiated, to be my wife, still my heart which is so very

sad (since the repudiation) convinces me, as it were (that she

is really my wife).
''

3^7^ i 9 an adverb modifying

T^rRT)=Harsh words. To allow the poets Sfc. S

2
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or ir^pnif ^r?r?r ffrr i Playfully q^O^ or tftmn \

The root 5^ <to milk' governs two Accusatives and its Causal
does the same. E. g, ^ *ft^=T*: <nfr<STfc*J? I I have now repaid a

heavy de^-utqffo H^l*l *^"IHJ By putting them into difficulties

or sfa& Tr^R^ri Th* friendship e. O/.

I RHlft^^R ^**4H NHIKId: II

VOCABULARY I.

(Caut. of
5-
with 3^) $rr/. The earth.

To teach.

. pupil.

* Darkness,

w- Harm, injury.

f- -A. celestial nymph.

(Caut. of with
To salute, to greet.

adj. ( objyy. ) Not
proceeding from anybody,
incorporeal.

of iron.

To assure, to console,

n. A blue lotus.

( Caus. of q% with

To cause one to marry.
of f%^ wi

To frighten, to afflict

Indcl. Admitting that,

although.

T/. The river Jumna.

m. the name of a snake.

m. (o?*r/.)The cuckoo,

i. An officer in

charge of the treasury, a

treasurer.

( Caut. of f|^4 P. ) To
make wet, to wet.

m.
( o'fr/! ) A cowherd.

( Caut. of T& 1. P. ) To
cause languor or exhaustion.

adj. Suffering from heat,

(fromqr^ m. heat and s^T^
ad;, affected with. )

Caus. of ET 6. P. ) To
cause to shake 'or whirl.

. To practise.

adj. The moveable and
the immoveable, i.e., the

living and the inanimate

(bodies), n. The world,

m. A jackal.

n. A cloud.

" ( *1T/- ) A son.

( Caus. of <n ) To heat,
to scorch

( also with 31^ ).

( Caut. of
<j ) To save-

with IT to deceive, to cheat.

(
<> r <*T<fiM ) ** The

clapping of hands to show
musical time.

r
, A valley, a cave.

. A forest conflagration.

With srf^r and s^T To
reject, to repulse.

r. Miserable, unhappy.
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adj. One acting wic-

kedly or committing sins.

4. A. ) To sufferv.

pain, to be pained or sad.
>

m . A door-keeper.

- lawful wife.

ad/. Righteous.

( Caus. of
qr^.)

To cause to

bend. With qf^ To change,

develop, to ripen.

. The summer.

:f?rzrf?t/. Fate, destiny.

.fH^TRrf PP- adj> Employed, put

to the task of. Controlled.

n. Creation, making.

(Caus. of ^r 2. P. with

To put out, to extin-

guish.

^RT ( Caus. of f^ with fa )

To place, to put on.

n. A lotus.

m. A wife.

A servant.

m. Heat, pain.

PP' adj' Increased.

<rr3- m.A lesson, study, reciting.

m. A tree.

ad/. Wicked.

OT. A family-priest.

flM - of ^H^l. A -

with jj ) To illuminate. To
reveal, to make known.

( Caut. of ^ with
To repay, to return.

' a&j' Repudiated.

19

( Caus. of % with
To convince, to assure.

(Caus. of s^
!T) To expel, to exile.

( Caus. of ^r 4. P.
with jf ) To send.

^

pp. adj. Confined,
imprisoned.

adv. Powerfully, ex-

ceedingly.

( Caus. of
^r ) With g^

To honour, to consider, to

guess.

n.Going about for alms.
m. A terrible or fearful

cry or noise.

/ Wine or liquor.

(Caus. of
JJT?^ 1. P.)

With 3^ To cause~to open.
With frr To cause to shut.

% 4.

% 10. U.) To beat, to
suffer,

to forgive.

m -
( *$ft /. ) A kind of

demi-gods.

( C'aw*. of ^r ) To pass.
^ demon.

A rope.

m. A chariot.

adj- Rough, harsh, cruel.

*. A letter.

. Sport, play.

TB. A bridegroom.
m. The spring.

( Caus. of^ ) To read.

. A garment.
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( Caw. of ^ 1. P.

with fa ) To cause to open.
. Cooling, warbling.

PP< adj. Separated .

( Caus. of
tfs(

with

f% ) To cause to drop down,
to move away or remove.

. A shower.

- Name of a woman.

( Caus. of sp^) To calm,
to allay, to remove.
m. The god S'iva.

n. Good disposition.

( Caus. of gty ) To make
dry, to dry up.

m. A beast ( of prey ).

. adj. Those who have

taken resort to, seeking
shelter.

( Caus. of *p^ with *r^ )

To unite.

n. Music.

/ The court,

m. Wind.

( Cau*. of ^[jrf^ 1. P. >
To cause to stumble.

( Caus. of ^*r ) To re-

mind, to call to mind. With

1% To cause to forget.

(Caus. of^) To cause

to carry, to send.

( Caus. of r ) To put to-

shame.

LESSON II.

COMPOUNDS.
GENERAL.

7. Compounds are formed by joining two or more word?

to express various relations. These relations may exist bet-

ween tho components themselves or between the components

and other objects. There are six kinds of compounds, viz..

Tatpurusha, Karmadhuraya, Dvigu, Bahuvrihi, Dvandva and

Avyayibhava. Of those, Karmadhdraya and Dvigu are merely

varieties of Tatpuruaha.

.V. B. In order to understand the relations of components
to ono another or to other words, students should make them-

selves thoroughly familiar with the components as regards

their meanings, genders, numbers, declension &c.

8. All kinds of words
( except finite verbs, conjunctions

and interjections ) may take part, as members in a compound.
A Uvandva compound may bo formed by joining together any
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number of declinable words of the same kind. But in other

kinds of compounds, only two words can be joined at a time,

although under certain rare circumstances the joining of more

than two words at the same time is permitted. A compound
when formed may be treated as a simple word, and may as a

whole become a member of another compound, and this process

may be carried on to any extent.

9. In compounds preceding members always stand in

their crude form ( the Pada base being considered the crude
form of words ending in consonants ) and are joined with the

succeeding members according to the rules of External Sandhi-

E.g.

srr

) i

or

N. B. In dissolving a compound, the preceding member
is generally given its proper case-termination, and where ne-

cessary, words are added to express the relation of the members
to one another or to other words.

2. TATPURUSHA. OR INFLECTIONAL DETERMINATIVE

COMPOUNDS.

10. A Tatpurusha compound consists of two members,
the second of which is the principal and the first subordinate to

it. The sense of the compound is that of the principal mem-
ber as determined or modified by the subordinate one. The
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principal member may be a noun, an adjective, or an adverb,.

When it ia a noun, the number and gender of the compound
are the same as those of this noun.

The subordinate member is either a noun or an indecli-

nable. When it is a noun, it receives in dissolution the

termination of any oblique case to denote its relation to the

principal member.

11. As there are six oblique cases from the Ace. to the

Loc. they give rise to six varieties of Tatpurusha compounds.

(1) The subordinate member is put in the Ace. case

when the principal member is one of the following words

( which are all adjectives ) or their synonyms :

f, 8T?fhT, TfarT, TOi BT^PT, iff** and aTTW-*

f, *rr=Re8orting to, gone to &c.

T> 3T^TC?T= Passing or crossing over or beyond.
= Fallen to. 5^*= Reaching or getting to.

3Trq?f*=Reduced to, suffering from.

EX. ff^rf^^f^ PART: I 5:

Tfarr i

i ^facR-renr or CTnrsf^r's smr- 1;

or aTH7Rr?:=rr?*Trcrvr: |

The subordinate member is also put in the Accusative

when it forms the object of the principal or when it denotes a

period of time for which any state denoted by the principal

Ivts. E. g

(2) The subordinate member is put in the Instr. case

when it denotes the agent, the instrument, or the means of that

which is signified by the principal member. E. g.

vrr^R ( ^fTr ^*>i\ TT ) *C\'- ( wealth obtained by means of grain).

When the pincipal member is one of the following, the

subordinate member is put in the Instrumental:

These words though principal may be placed first, the

compound remaining an adjective as it would otherwise be.
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<rf ( preceding by ), a^ ( following after
),

3^T (
less by ), <$&%, ffryr ( full of, possessed of

),

( amiable
), 3TMW and similar other words.

EX.
TRrj^:=*fr%'T *$' (Preceding by one month).

(following after or younger by one month).

: =3TT^Tor ^pr: or

ft**: I T^fa^zzq-^ffa^ ' * '

N. B. ' 3TTr 3frn
' No compound is possible here, as the

eye is not the agent, instrument or means of blindness.
'

(3) The subordinate member is put in the Dat. case when
the principal member denotes the material of what is signified

by the subordinate one; as also when the subordinate member
is followed by y^y (intended for), qf?j, f^f adj. (wholesome to),

adj. (agreeable to), and ?:f%?f adj. ( preserved for ). E. g.

( ^>: ) ( rice intended for a Brahmana ) |

N. B. '
^vpTr^f ^trr^T

' No compound is possible here,
because 'a vessel' is not the material of '

cooking.
'

(4) The subordinate member receives the Ablative,
when it denotes the source of fear or is foliowed by STTrT, 3T'fr3'?

Srfr> qfrm/y. ( fallen from ), *|iH*r| and %?&, or the synonyms
of these. E. g.

^rrsr*T?T^=5?frwr^r^l g^TrT: l^nTf*: (carried away
from home ) | f^5^: | ^4iMMr|: I rK$

im=fW: (afraid of

waves), ^r^f^ (other than solid or thick), &c.

N. B. ^r^fm^TT^rl^ No compound takes place here, be-

cause ' the fall
-'

is actual and not figurative.

(5) The subordinate member receives the Locative when

it denotes time or place of an action, or when it is followed by

words meaning cleverness, skill, &c. The most important of

the latter are: SjjfcT?

, &o. E. g.
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unr i

The word sjfvj is changed to aT^fpT when it stands as the

principal member in a Tatpurusha compound, and governs the

Locative. E. g.

CnrnfpT TTf*T Tfvr ( dependent on the king ).

(6) The subordinate member receives the Genitive when
it denotes any relation to the principal not expressible by the

other cases, as mentioned above. E. g.

I ?Tf=?T'TfTTK I wf^^^f^fT^I f I

When
fit, sr?T> ar**T, TrTC ( and sometimes ar

used as Neuter nouns denoting parts, form the principal mem-
ber of a Genitive Tatpurusha, they are placed first and the

subordinate member which denotes the whole stands second,
the compound having the gender and number of the latter. E.g.

the forepart of the body ), *ir%sr: or

A word denoting an occurrence is compounded with

another denoting time which has elapsed since the occurrence.

This compound, called Gen. Tatpurusha, is adjectival. E. g.

12. A Tatpurusha compound may be formed in which

the first member ia an adverb or an indeclinable particle. E. g.

^frfa: I HltffrH^l *ufVj><m( divided into two)|

( slightly tawny ) | ffff^Tt ( separated from ) i

grftra^ i ^r^nm: i f^r^^r i ^?rf:r%?r: i T i

13. When the negative particle sr <> r ST^[ i

member of a Tatpurusha compound, it is called T^rf^^l. E. g.

^ 3TT3PT: ( not a Br&hmana )

I aispf: I *<fiMHJ STf^rPI I f I

EXERCISE II.
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?

f% ^ qfa TfTR

^ ffF^ ^'fT

*i?i**iiii>.

H

When he saw his son exposed to peril, he went to At*

assittance.

There, O cloud, you should frighten the celestial damsels,

engaged in sports, with thunders dreadful to hear.

Without hearing the words uttered by him, she shut the

door of her house and went her way.

Bring me water/or bath and Darbha grass for religious rites-

Overcome by the fear of demons the sages left the

performance of austerities in holy forests.

Your brother must have by this time gone home without

coming here.

The best of clouds
,

intent on doing good to othert,
communi-

<jated that message to Yaksha' s wife.

Blind through drunkenness they did not listen to my
request reduced to misery ( as I was ).

Where is the ring you have got ? It is not seen before by us.
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NOTES ^'fcs*i, ( used impersonally ) A message was sent

to. Mqfatffdtq &<> The waning of the moon in the dark half

of a Innar month is supposed to be due to her being drunk

up by the gods. f^Tftf?n\sf*R?T: M*iHT &c. In this stanza

the ^r in the first line means ' on the one hand ' and the

^ in the second 'on the other hand.'aTPPTrf: M^HI is favourite

of or respected by the people, ( the past participle STfapftT being

used in the sense of the Present tense and construed with the

Gen. ). 3T^^ 3R=31ffr N^f^: Cf. sfrt *f% frrfrTT^reff ^T^ 3^-
*MWIR? 3

H?>^rg I Exposed to peril M!HTl-

j. | The celestial damtels-Qi'Qjtiq: \ Dreadful to hear

adj. | Without hearing 3TS^r \ For bath FTRnl adj. \

For religious ritet fsfTOnt <*d/. | In holyforests H'll^H^ I Mutt

have gone &c. *jf q^iq^ I Without coming here SfUHMI*3 I The

best of clouds TPTVfr^ ' Intent on doing good &c.-^ff^rT<^: |

Reduced to misery ^^TTTST odj. \ Not seen before 3^g<?<| adj.
I

VOCABULARY II.

Whole, entire.
<jf

vt. With arqr To remove.

adj. The foremost. 3t3K^ m A lion.

n. A ring. fa^T/ An action, a religious

adj. Blind. rite.

. Favourite of, ap- qpj m. Decrease, waning.
proved of.

*nff/ Forgiveness.
/ Taste, liking. **faf. Bise, elevation.
m. Prospenty.

.

n. A half. ***** * A cloud -

pp- adj. Engaged in, WW Dulness, stupidity.

intent on. ifirf pp. adj. Decayed, worn

vt. With jjfa To believe in. out, old.

"* m. Name of a king of

the solar race. *** n. Light, lustre.

A digit. An art. f^*/.(6.P.) To point a way to.

m. ,p/.
Name of a country, f^f adj. Seen before.
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f^ n. Destiny, fate.

qr vt. With ft or arnr To shut.

TO adj, Humble.

qrfT m. A bird.

adj. Harsh.

adj. Natural.

( caus. of with if )

To please, to propitiate.

. A request.

. Seed.

. (*rra^ L A.) To shine.

Drunkenness.

. Honour, respect.

<*/. ( of*TW/. ) Mine.

tn- Name of a demon.

. A race, a line.

n. Reproach, censure.

adj. The best.

adj. Clever in speedy
eloquent.

Learning.

Adversity.

( caus. of w^r with

To allure, to tempt.

f%*RT ( caws, of ftngr with

To exceed, to surpass.

^ pp. adj. Happened.
- Increase, waxing,
n. Attachment, applica-

tion, misfortune.

. ( ??r/- ) -A. serpent.

. Hearing. The ear. The

Veda.

adj. Praiseworthy.
m. Peril, danger, doubt.

- Company.
n. An assembly.

m. Affliction, pain.

' dj. Communicated,,
sent as a message.

m. Message.

m. A. god.

- The moon.

gfi ! m - A. golden deer.

LESSON III.

COMPOUNDS ( Continued J.

KABMADHA'BAYA or APPOSITIONAL DETERMINATIVE

COMPOUND and DVIGU.

14. The Karmadharaya compound, like the Tatpurush,

consists of two members the second of which is generally the

principal and the first subordinate. The subordinate member
is generally an adjective or a noun in apposition. It is the

characteristic of a Karmadhuraya that when the compound is

dissolved both the members of it stand in the same case f. e,

the Nominative.
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This compound is possible in the following cases :

(1) The first member may be an adjective and the

second a noun qualified by it. E. g.

I *T?TJW :
I **TfTw: I T* I

The adjective may in some cases stand second and the

noun be placed first. E. g.

: I 4ft<%' or ^^^:=rr^j 3fc: \ dFMfif^: or f^-

or

The word T^Hr meaning 'another' stands second in a

Karmadhuraya and the compound is always Neuter. E. g.

HiNiTUH^^T^rr HT^TT i

I TTTFrTT^ I f I

(2) The first member may be a noun denoting the

standard of compariton ( >jiHM ) and the second an adjective

indicating the common quality (^TP-T*^)- E. g.

SRWT =*PT fr ^TTT: i ^r^nr^^: i pflr^rTFT i ^q^^t^rrn i f o i

(3) The first member may also be a noun denoting the

object of companion ( gtrfo- ) and the second a noun denoting

the standard of comparison ( ?qnqr). E. g.

g^r^^?r~5^^Trr (the moon-like face) | crwf^:=m

( a sage-like king ) | ^T^HP^ I f :*?nf*r- 1 HT^nR: I

s^rnr i f* i

( ^V. B. The words arr^, re, 3j^>T, JT^T, f%f, 5Frt^>

and others standing at the end of a Karmadh&raya compound

signify 'excellent,' 'best,' 'powerful/ &c. )

When the above-mentioned compounds do riot involve com-

parison ( g-q-Jir ) but a metaphor ( 5^?^ ), they are dissolved

* The adjective iff^ is changed to qfr when it is thefint
member of a Karmadharaya or a Bahnvrihi compound.
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thus: g?gr^ ^FJ: I H^f ^THT: I %=TT^ 3f*n*^ I f:*

H^ qr srrar: i p*r q^ 5*rnr i T i

(4) Both the members of a Karmadharaya may be adjec-

tives qualifying one and the same noun. E. g.

and not done i. c. badly done ) i fo i

Two past participles, one denoting a previous action and

the other a subsequent action may form a Karmadharaya. E. g.

15. (a) Indeclinables having the sense of adjectives may
be used as first members of Karmadharaya compounds. E. g.

HMINHr.=H^Kr nrsir: (various lores),

(an elevated position),

(6) A few particles are used in an adjectival sense to

form the first member of a Karmadharaya compound:
bad

'

good ',
' well '

.

5^=55-, RJ^rf
' bad ',

<
spoiled '.

\

\

xa

16. A Dvigu compound is really a variety of the Karma-

dharaya, differing from it only in two respects, w'z.,(l) that its

subordinate member is a numeral adjective and (2) the com-

pound denotes an aggregate of the number, and as such is

primarily singular, being declined in the Neuter or Feminine

( in which laat case the suffix f- is added ). Et g,

Similarly ^fOTT^, ^^rrrnT or ^r^pnfr (collection of ten

youths ).

17. The following rules regarding changes of final

syllables apply to Tatpurusha, Karmadhdraya amd Dvigu

compounds :
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(a) H% is changed to ^13. E. g. 3,^^: I ftnm^: I T I

(&) *T3f^ is changed to n^f. J?. g. 35THT : I H*liM : I T I

(c) 3TfJ[ is changed to 3Tf () B. g. TfTTTf : I *TOTf: ( an

aggregate of seven days ). Bat it is changed to
Sf(f? ("*.) after

indeclinables, ^rf and words denoting parts of the day. E. g.

unr Hjnrrfr i *refe: i TW^ i T i

(d) qf*n is changed to qtj- (m.). #. . TOTT*: I VWH- \ T I

When it stands at the end of a Dvigu, it is changed to q^T

(n.), as also when preceded by indeclinables. E. g- MM^H, I

gfTPPT^ I

f^TT^
I T I

(0) fyfV is changed to n^T (n.) after numerals, and ^jf (m.)

after indeclinables and words denoting parts of the night

and after ^t a^d <ror E. g. fff&rv, I *rftrsr: I *^-^mr: I ^jf-

?T^: l 3"^Rnr: I f I

( /) ir> i changed to pr ( irff /. ). j^. ^. qrTTT: I

I ( Dfi. )

i changed to ^rf (n.) after s?>f and in Dvigu. JJ. g.

i fir^r^ i

JV. 5. The changes mentioned above do not take place

after g, srfrf, %^ and ar. E. g. ^mrr, f%rnrr,

: ( or BTTV . ), ^T?TT: I Te I

EXERCISE TIL

i

i

n i^ r
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f^f^r

u

u

Waves as big as mountains were seen in the turbulent

water of the salt ocean.

One should stay for three nights at a holy place.

The wood-cutter felled down all the tall trees in that dense

Jbrest.

The great king obtained the way to heaven by these

meritorious deeds.

Will Eama accept the sovereignty of the earth enjoyed
and left by Bharata ?

The sage-like king has been unwell since the day on which

iie returned from the hermitage of Kanva.

Having narrated various storiei in the first part of the

night, they set out to another tillage in the latter part.

You hurry, O cloud, with deep and pleasant sounds, crowds

offatigued travellers, eager to comfort their beloved ones.

He performed two sacrifices, the one in ten and the other

in twelve days.

NOTES : MFd^ T ^T^frT See footnote on page 70 of the

F. S. C. ftftroit See Art. 58 of the S. S. 0. part 1.

aTT^gff The root if^s with arr *s Atm. and means 'to take

leave of,' 'to bid farewell to.' qT^Rr^T'^r^ Placed in or

imparted to an excellent material. JTu fd( A higher merit or
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excellence, f^rre ( f^fFI.-f T ) &c. From a friend or

wellwisher. ( One who does not listen to i. . receive advice

from a friendly adviser). jftffft >ff% g &o. An excellent

advice to those who do things at the eleventh hour, sj^wr

When words expressing direction ending in <pr are used, they

are construed with the Aoc. or Gen. of the place with respect

to which the direction is shown; thus TrHT or ^RT%f *fr^[

jjfTrt 3T=To the North, South, &c. of the large house. The

salt ocean <TTTT*>ffrf>T: I Turbulent. 'igsq adj. \ A holy place

|
Dense forest R"N^K U3*< I Enjoyed and left

| The first part of the
night-*fj(UZ[: \ The latter

I Deep and pleasant H^f*f*>T adj. \ Crowds of

fatigued travellers 3m^T trft*4^lR
>

I In ten ( days )

Words expressive of time or place are used in the Instrumental

when completion of the thing desired is meant to be expressed.

VOCABULARY III.

3T1TT A house.

pp. adj. Marked.

m. A king.

Indecl. Elsewhere,

n. The latter part.

adj. Unimpaired, un-

marred.

vt. With are To leave, to

abandon.

. Our.

/. A story,

m. One who imparts.

(
Oaus. of ^[pj with

'o propitiate, to please,

n, Consoling, cheering

P.

f.
Name of a city in

M*lva.

Indecl. To the north of.

adj. Eager.

. adj. Left.

Ger. of^ To dwell.

adj. Harsh,
n. The body,
w. (o^cTF/. ) Beloved one,

m. A wood-cutter.

adj. Of what sort ?

adj. (fireiT/. ) Adopted,
n. Digging.

. adj. Concealed, hidden..

r m. pi. A large house.

v t. With t% To seize, to

punish.
adj. Beautiful, fine.

adj. Thereof.

Indecl. So long.

adj. Lofty.
n. An archway.
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(Cam. of <*^ 1. A. ) To

hurry.

pp- adj. Shown,

m. The god of wealth,

op. ad/. Bent, weighed
down.

adj. Dense, thick.

' A cloud,

ad/. Great.

n. A vessel, a fit person,

qij- n. The first part.

"j^T^rq- m. A mean person, a"

fool.

PP' "dj- Released.

m. Exertion, effort.

STRTrT pp- adj. Celebrated.

adj. Old, ancient.

<*dj. Within reach.

PP- adj. Blazing, on fire.

adj. Young.
n. A house.

*Trfr pp. adj. Enjoyed.
n- The middle part.
w. A kind of tree,

od/. Deep.
m - Name of 8*iva.

/?Z.
Name of a country,

n. A pearl.

- A slope, a side.

. The earth, land.

?. As long as.

. Kama, the chief of

the Raghus.

( Caus. of ^) To enter-

tain, to give delight to.

/. With arr To embrace.

;'. Recognizable, observ-
able.

adj. Fit to be worshipped
or saluted, adorable,

^nqrf pp. adj. Reared.

adj. Self-controlled,

strong-minded.

m. ( At the end of a Tatp.

compound) Excellent, dis-

tinguished, a kind of.

r*Uq- adj. Confiding, adv.

Confidingly, securely.
. A crowd.

m. A tiger.

n. Art, skill,

with fg- (/>a*. ) To be pre-

ferred, to be better than.

/. A pearl-oyster, an

oyster-shell.

with^ 01. (A.) To listen.

m. mountain.
n. A ceremony performed

in honour of a deceased an-
cestor.

m. Assemblage, mul-

titude.

- Field, battle.

. Indra, the lord of

the gods.

m. A cluster or bunch
of flowers.

adj. Safe, sound.
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LESSON 1Y.

COMPOUNDS ( Continued).-

BAHUVRIHI OR ATTRIBUTIVE COMPOUNDS.

18- A Bahuvrihi compound usually consists of two

members and is an adjective, the adjectival sense of it

being wholly due to the formation of the compound and not to

any of the members being an adjective.

It denotes the possession of what is signified by the

second member as qualified or modified by the first. As
the compound is an adjective, the possession is attributed

to the person or thing signified by tha noun which

the compound qualifies. This noun does not
}

of course,

form any part of the compound itself. The relation be-

tween the members of the compound is in most cases the same

as thit in a Tatpurnsha, Karmadh&raya or Dvigu, with this

difference that the Bahuvrihi conveys in addition the idea of

possession of what in the other compounds is denoted by the

principal member. Thus :

Karm. (Maso. ) Norn. du. )= ^Hlf *!" ( two long arms ).

Bahu. ( Adj )= fVqf? *rj q*q *r: (one possessed of

long arms, long-armed. )

Tatp. ( Neat. Nom. aing. )= 33T** g??n* I

Bahu. ( Adj. )=TPT grf*T 5<5T *** *T ( having the

face or head like that of a camel, camel-headed.
)

Dvigu ( Neut. Nom. sing. )= 5nrr<Tf g^f *PTT?rr: I

) Bahu. ( adj. used as a proper noun )=5rrfat

( the lord of three cities
).

We give below some typical examples of Bahuvrihi com-

pounds with their dissolution
,
&c

*n (wearing a yellow garment ) |

I TO I

(one that has drawn a chariot )|

1 pnmfar*: i r i
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f^ Trfr 3TO *r ( thundering like a cloud ) |

(
Safe by name, or called Nala ) |

: i * \

(Indra and others) | T?Sr***RP I

: (four-armed) |

( one w^ na3 performed a hundred

sacrifices ), 9f^r^f>Tr%: I f%5T^W: i ^o |

: ( kind-hearted ) i rgqft: I ffn?: I

: (of this kind, such) i ff/^:=

Rrer T^T ^r: i ^f^: i f i

faff 'T^T^: (having a high head) |

g-f (lotus-eyed) | f^s^TW I

I fo I

^T. (mind-bo rn,the god of love).

== 'fn"<T* TC T?^ ?T" (full of wrath) i ^Tr^Mif^Tr I 3 I

19 In some Bahuvrful compounds, the attributive mem-
ber is placed the last. E. g.

Trft 3TC3 *T :

( holding a disc in the "hand) \ ^ry-
: I f I

: or fsRPpFFT: =VF^- fsnfr *K*f ^f' (
fond of his devotee).

Enfa^r (with the sword drawn).

20. la dissoliving a Bahuvrihi compound, the relative

pronouQ ( ?!= ) used to express the adjactival character of the

| compound should have the number and gender of the word qua-
lified by the compound, and its case should be Genitive, except
when the subordinate member requires any other case. E. g.

*
Compare Art. 15.
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v

: =^rr nr

21. (a) The attributive member in some Bahuvrlhi

compounds is the negative particle ar or 3^. E. g.

i chlii ?T^r tRC. (without any cause) i BT^FZHT I

'- I ^T;np : ' HHfR: I fo I ( These compounds are called)

)

(6) The particle ^r or ^ may form the first member of

a Bahuvrlhi compound and the compound is called ^TF?f^TT^-

E. <7- *!$*: or *%$*' =2%T Wf I *1WT: i ^TflT: I *fnrc: or

: i ^TT'f: i ^nr^r: i T i

22. The following compounds are classed as Bahuvrlhi

by native grammarians:

a south-east) t

( The North-east ) | 3MHIi:=T5TRt^^ % frf^T (near-

ly ten) | 3mi*if^ir=f?r*kKr*m: (about twenty) i

: (not far from thirty) | STfirere^rfa

: (more than forty) i yffqmR&n: (more than seventy) >

(
tw or fcnree) I f^"5n : (three or four) L

I R[1^ir:=ffCrfTir ^Er ( twice ten i.e.

twenty ) i f^OT' ( thrice ten . . thirty ) I f I

The compounds Tq^r: &nd others that follow are called

flfe and are always in the plural.

23. Bahnvrhfhi compounds ending in

iftfSi ^?f> 5^"> ST3fT (for 3rf$r

meaning parts of the body of an animal) change-

their fiuals? to ^in forming the Feminine base. E. g.

* The initial ff of affaf *&& H^5 combines with a preceding:
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24. The following changes of final syllables take place
in Bahuvrlhi compounds :

(a) 3THJT is changed to aj^f . When rf^r means the eye of

aii animal, the Feminine base is formed by adding f[, otherwise

by aff. . y. effTt*r$r: ( Mr/- ) Bat FJWHjrr ^TI%: (
a bamboo

:tick with large knots ).

(5) *r^r ia changed to irpw after ^, 3, gtfSt and <rf?r.

I It is also changed to ifF^T after words of comparison.
E. g. Tf TF^:=*T^Tf T^T f^

1

T?>lt ^T^T ^r: ( smelling like

honey ) ! T^TTf^^ I T I

( c ) -srr^T is changed to

( d ) ^??f is changed to fg^
after ^ and numerals intended

to show age, ( the compound ending in^ being declined like

^). E. g. ^f^ I &tft \ f$^ I ^feft I But <r*?f;?r: I

( e ) **3^ is changed to q*-^. E. g. *TF^nre-?rr I

(/) ^ i8 changed to >j^ when preceded by only one

word in the same compound. E. g. CfRnT^THt I gWflt I

(g ) ^f^ is changed to i^T after numerals, fj and many
words of comparison. E. g. ffTT^ ( Fern-

f|[qrn[
or ffqfl-), ^TT^

< Fern. ^TT5; or g^f ), ^TRTTr^ I T I

( A ) JTTTT ( progeny ) and ^f ( intelligence, wisdom )

become si3r^and ^r^r after ^, |;^ or
53; t

and ar ( negative

particle). E. g. ^TSTSTT:, fsnTT:, 3TJT^rr.-, ^^rr:, I

( ') TT^ra; is changed to q-q-, and iff to
2"-

-" ^-

: I I

25. Bahuvrihi compounds ending in feminine words of

the type of ;yfr or grj always take the suffix 35, E. g.

) I ^^^: I

3T or an to form sff or 3^-. E. g. f^F^+ sftS; =fa*5fte or

or
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Bahuvnhi compounds ending in = also take the suffix ^, .

while those ending in^ take it necessarily in forming the

Feminine base only. E. g. m>T^^r I *im*: I ^fvTfogRT ( *

of
*|>infcO.

Bahuvrihi compounds having a feminine noun ending in>

ITT at the end, shorten that 3TT to r, hat they may take the

suffix 37 in which case the shortening of the an i 8 optional.

or ft^rM^: or <fq*Hr<|*: I So also

In many Bahuvrihi compounds the addition of the suffix

K is optional, especially in those in which no change of the

final is prescribed by rules given in Art. 24. E. g. 3rT*T*r^: or

TTT*nrPT*.' I TIPTOP WI4Wh: I But only mmHi^, $jJT?r:, &c.

26. Adjectives (ending in any vowel or consonant except

37) when they are used aa the first members of Karmadhfiraya
or Bahuvrihi compounds and qualify a feminine noun, assume

their crude ( Masc. ) base in the compound. This rale is not

applicable in the case of adjectives used as nouns. E. g,

Similarly 5Tfr*vihf: ' ^T^tffe: I ^T^JTT^: I But

27. A Bahuvrlhi compound may be used as an adverb

by giving it the form of Neut. Aco. Sing. E. g.

( variously), ^R,( tremblingly ), &c.

EXERCISE VI.
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i >r

i <r?r trocar rrf%Trf: ^n ; i

wr gfrrs^: i

: i ?ifr

: i

: i it

: i fk arr? i T^ ^rfff*r i

Ji=esFrr:

r?r

u

Thus did the wise Bibhishana speak to Havana : my
brother, let Sita be sent back to the son of Das'aratha before

Lanka is besieged by thousands of monkeys who use their ja^vs
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and nails as their weapons. Let the fair bodied out be given
back to the elder brother of Lakshmana before lie crosses this

ocean and kills numbers of our brave warriors. His shafts

are truly Ufa thunderbolts in their force and resemble a powerful
wind in thier tpeed. Even if you were protected by demons

you could not escape alive when struck by the missiles of

Kama used with their spells. Lanka is no doubt surrounded by
lofty fortress walls; it is guarded by brave demons at every

entrance; and hence you think yourself to be safe from any

danger. But walla and demons will lie low on the ground,
when stones without number will be hurled against them by

monkeys. You do not get sleep bejause, ten-necked one, in

bringing SitA here and placing her in the grove of As'okA,

with ugly female demons for her attendants, you have in truth

brought home a serpent of deadly poison and of sharp fangs. It

is aa it were a fire of intense heat and will be the cause of death
to you and all who are infatuated like you. thoughtless one,

it is vain to hope for victory against this god in human form.

'as dear as life itself.

:
'

very learned, well-informed.
'

to drought.srrf = ^qri^==3Tr

tRJT 'On account of having some life remain-

ing.' fartTS^fM" 3T5T I q^rpt such being the case,

Wholly. Jfljifr: (Gen.) For my sake, on my account.

?Tf^5T^ ***;nt, 1 irv.3r^ir=T^ ^ 'In the middle.' g^H The

prefix *j when prefixed to adjectives or adverbs has the sense

of 'very.' ^Sf%?T^=^CT *Tfipn^ 'Together with you '. $T>ft%r=

ci-HK^r^(3T>frfr^) frfiq^ (Loc. Abs.). jafa-*l3'iHH:
The

words fo*, WXKI, jfrerrer, srtfRrrer, ^Frerrcr, S<PT, &c are used only
at the end of an Instr. Tap compound, but in dissolving the

compound the word ^ff^f is substituted for them; thus ^^fn>Tr

=r^5T<T
STftf:

I STTT^f^RT: I Jiwftw I T 1 5^: jr*ff: Before

the god Siva. *ft^H To be patient, to wait .

Dressed like a woman whose husband haa left the house and is

travelling abroad. Let Stta. be sent back ?c*r7rr>

I Before Lanka is besieged ^'c. s
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use their jaws Sfc. ^T^gT^^n'' ' Let the fair-bodied one fyc.

I
Elder brother-yfn T> -mj Like thunderbolts Sfc.-

Resemble a powerfutl wind Sfc. ^r5*Rr<TnTT: I

You cannot escape alive f *ffa^ !yf^<j-eq% \
Missiles used with

their spells H^STTfTF^r^nf^T I No doubt Hthl^l Without

number 3T^s1T' I In bringing $x-should be rendered by using

a present participle; thud tffar^PTOrir ^TT^ *& 1? srtftra: I

With uglyfemale demons Sfc. f^^nrRftfmRjfi?! I Ugly f^rq",

I Cause of death
fft^chK'"!*]; | Thoughtless one q^-

I In human form

VOCABULARY IV.

adj Having no fear

from any quarter, safe from

any danger.

BT^TT adj. Unsteady,impatient.

f. Drought.
Wife of the sage

Vasishtha.

ffl[ adj. (Pies, part.) Worthy
of respect.

n. setting of the sun.

adj. Full of, filled.

m. The first.

n.The face.

Hope.

adj. (At the end of a com-

pound ) Like, resembling.

adj. Upward, directed

upwards.
m. (ocft/.) A tortoise.

n. A wife,

n. A piece of wood.

n. Curiosity.
f. End, extremity.A crore.

m. Noise, uproar.

m. A vulture.

The neck.

n. A wheel.

Fourth.

m. A creature.

m. Mud or moss.

*rira/- Class, kind.

fl4lvH m. An ascetic, a devotee,

fr? 0. Heat, burning.

Js'f^JrT adj. Distressed, pained,

iftsf n. A nail.

^^ pp. adj. Perished, lost.

[^ adv. Not very far off.

"ad;. Skilled in, full off.

adj. (At the end of a com-

pound) Like, resembling.

ad/. Without diffrence

or distinction,

n. A nest,

n. A leaf.

pp. adj. Surrounded.

adj. Holy, pious.

adj. Full, complete.
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ftr M. A citizen.

srf?pfr / Presence of mind,

genius.

tn. A lamp.
. adj. Awakened.

j. Abundant, ample.
. Travelling.

a 'U- Excellent, beet.

. A rampart wall,

a fortress-wall.

lndecl. Before the root

or 2 means to appear,
to be visible.

Tying, fettering.

m - A kinsman, a relative.

Poten. part. (Used im-

personally) Should be.

arrir m. A part. A place,

jfrrzr /,. Luck, fortune.

%TC /?j. ad;. Fallen from, drop-

ped down.

ri. A circle. A ring,

m. A spell.

/. Sacred, honoured,

n. Silence,

m. A stick.

i. ( <>!**% I. A. ) with 3TT

/. To take hold of,to rest on.

- A woman.

m - A name of Indra.

.
A kind, sort.

w. Separation.

m. Indifference, aversion.

fld^. Helpless.

pp. adj. Dejected, sad.

m. Wonder.
m - Dress, disguise.

The sky.

Poten. part. ( Used im-

personally ) Possible.

t: Indecl. Gradually.
. A bed.

r m. What remains behind,

remainder.

m Dryness.

sg?T
n. Learning.

Tn. Taking shelter.

adj. (At the end of a-

compound) Like, resembling.

- Number.

ad;'. Like.

y. Similar, like.

or tffal /^/. adj. Accom-

panied by, united.

fl
'-0-

Bearable.

m. Strength, force. Essen-

ce, pith.

^ pp. adj. Asleep.

n. ( fr.^ ) To wait.

y. Steady, motionless,

m - Nature.

ad;'. Should be re-

membered.
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LESSON V.

COMPOUNDS ( Continued ).

I. DVANDVA, OB COPULATIVE COMPOUNDS.

28. There are two varieties of Dvandva, namely, the-

aimple Dvandva and the collective Dvandva.

A simple Dvandva compound consists of words which,
if not compounded, would be joined by the conjunction ^
(and). The Number, of the compound word corresponds-
to the number of individuals or classes denoted by the nouns

forming the compound. The Gender of the compound is that

of its last member. E. g.

. Da. ) =;rjro f^r^ i

r: (/. Pi. ) =?TTV WS-JTTV tfrar ^ i

: (m. Pi.)=cf?r*TO5Khr*T3-o i

( ft. Du. )=75q- ^ cnf ^ (a flower and a leaf ).

(.P1. )=3scrrfar ^( qifrfor ^ (flowers and leaves).-

The sg- ( and ) in the above dissolution is the word added

to express the relation in which the words are joined in a-

Dvandva compound.

29. Two or more adjectives may be joined to form a

simple Dvandva compound, provided they qualify as many
separate nouns or denote different classes of the noun

qualified. E. g.

Similarly f^rK^ft ( fNtt%4t) I ^T^TrTff^ (R^rfr ) I

^r^ 1^ ^Tmr^r i TTT^RJTJT^Tr: (35rr:)
i f* i

30. In forming a Dvandva compound, the nouns denoting'

persons or things are joined in the order of their importance,

the more important preceding the less important. Words

expressive of actions or events should be joined in the

order in which they take place. E. g. f5r%*TnT^T:, ;3f :

*T'TC
5
r> I ? *'
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31. When nouns ending in and implying blood

relationship or some learning form a simple Drandva compound,
the final^ of the preceding noun is changed to a^r. E.g.

uniform I

When the compound consists of the names of deities

the final vowel of the preceding noun is lengthened. E. g.

32. When a Dvandva compound is used to denote an

aggregate of the individuals denoted by its members, it is called

the collective Dvandva ( ?TRT?lT3pf ).
It i- s by itself singular

and neuter, but may be used in dual or plural when two or

more aggregates are mentioned. E. g.

J:T
-rnfr: ^nfrfrr: ) *^<n; (

a Pair of bride

bridegroom), ^pgft (two pairs ), ^T^rrf^T (many pairs).

.
I

Exceptions : The words HfJC an^ rrfa" form the collective

Dvandva compound 3TflTnr :
( day and night ) whioh is Mascu-

line. H-rf,7?^, <ff^R^4^ and 3Tfff^ are Dvandva compounds
used only as adverbs ( sf^r ^ ff^r T I TT^ff ^T f?TT ^ I $T*fa ^
f^T ^r ( day after day ).

33. Tha collective Dvandva is formed generally of words

signifying insects, limbs of the body of an animal, {tarts of an

army, animals or objects between which there is antipathy,

and often of words in the plural signifying birds, beasts, trees,

fruits, corn, grass, &o. E. g.

*
\
Ba

"

I ffa^I'Miru I (^<l*irt^ i 3TWr^ I T I

34. When a collective Dvandva ends in a letter of the

palatal class or ^ , ^ or ^, if is added to it. E. g.

I qifVq 1
I
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35. Following verses contain some special Dvandva-

compounds:

n

rTT I

frf^fr n

' HltKlfo and tpgrsnrftff (m. Da. only)= father and

mother, i. e. parents.

( Da. only)= husband and wife.

,
and f^n. (all declined in

the dual ) = heaven and earth.

i
3^jd=^5 ^d i 5^==%^ i So also

In such cases f^rf6", *^?rcf &- are said to be

2. AVYAYIBHA'VA, or ADVERBIAL COMPOUNDS.

36. An Avyayibhava compound is always an adverb.

It is usually formed by joining an adverb or an indeclinable

particle to another word. The indeclinable particle is to be

considered the principal member of the compound, and denotes

the sense of an oblique case, or the ideas of time, place,

manner, degree, presence or absence, &o.

An Avyayibhava compound is indissoluble and must be

partially explained by words not contained in the compound
itself. The compound has always the form of the Neut. Ace.

sing., except when it ends in ar> in which case it may optionally
take the terminations of the Ablative; J as

*This ijcfi^rq"
is allowed to be formed generally of common-

nouns denoting the males of a class, the females of which are

signified by the same nouns taking the suffix f
1 or ajr; e.g..

itfg^ssfflfpTO flwfr T i vftNipipv H^fr *r i

\ The ablative should, however, be used when the com-

pound has the sense of that case.
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EXAMPLES.

n <>r <>

( about women ).

( near the pot ),

: ( as far aj the sea ),

toward9 r int th ' fire) '

( near the forest ).

( after the chariots
).

on or along the bank of the Ganges ).

( properly, fittingly ).

R^( beyond the Ganges ).

in tha middle of the Ganges ).

(awfty from fche Trigarta country).

( outside the village ).

( inside the village ).

HH h*q ( beyond the limit ).

f^T ( every day ), gfiHfrH I T I

( before one's eyes or in one's presence ).

( not omitting even grass ).

( as much as the space or time
would allow ).

behind, or in one's absence ).

before, in front of ).

( in order, according to the order ).

as before ), &c.

37. The following changes of final syllables take place
in Avyayibhava compounds:

(a) Long vowels are shortened, q* and ^ are changed to f,
and *TT and aft to 7. E. g. ST5

(h) Masculine and Feminine nouns ending in sf^ drop
their tinil ^ and Neuter ones do so optionally. E- g.
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(c) The words ft*, f^, arfST and <rf*R;
become

and q^r; ^T^T an^ f^ITC become rf^ and firr optionally. E. g.

JlFrTffST'fc 1T^r$r^, 3T5T*m> STMPKH; or

or g^fff^, &c.

EXERCISE V.

. 11

Benares is situated on the bank of the Ganges where many
^Hindus go every year on a pilgrimage.

The king went ahunting and killed tigers, wolves, bears

and other wild leasts.
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The lion and the asst travelling outside the town were on&

day caught in a trap.

Rama, Lakshmana and Sita banished by Das'aratha dwelt

in a hut on the mountain.

A bow to the creator of the three worlds and things movable

and immovable ( therein )
!

Teachers explain theory to their pupils according to their

ability and at the proper time.

The two sons of S'iva and Parvati are Ganapati andK&rtikeya.

During the first ten days of Jyeshtha people bathe early

every day in rivers and visit every temple.

I saw a male andfemale Kinnar-i roaming at will near

the lake.

Notes. 3Tj5K'Hslri^= e* ;*'sl t***ir3C ; ^ft 'Near mount Kana-

khala.' ^nRrRT^Wl^lrHf^H ^n which the sons of Sagara

found a flight of steps to heaven. The hundred sons of Sagara

burnt by the curse of the sage Kapila were saved by Bhagi -

ratha with the water of the Ganges. JTfiFfffiijpfnf SRI . ^T?T-

'Towards or against the wind.'^^=3?^ =5^: 'Inde-

scribable.' qT^RT^[= tlCr^ I

TIT^ 'Beyond q^r*J'. On a pilgri-

mage sinrHf I Caught in a trap c^i^^^fj^ I Ofthings movable

and immovable ^IMiHJ JTlfnir^. I At proper time zrm^rpp^ i,

A male and afemale Kinnara f^fivjO I

VOCABULARY V.

f pp. adj. Descended. They were singers and mu-
. Restless, confused sioiana to gods.

adj- First, foremost. jr^p m. ( ojfr/. ) A deer.

m. Breaking. Opening. j^r m. A kind of grass.

m. A bear. ^id^5T A trap, a anare.

m. Name of a mountain. ^ . A flag, a banner.

m. (ft/) A kind of mythi- qny odj. Fit, sufficient.

cal demigods, with the body TiTTF/. Counting.

of man and the head of horse. irf^Rf "- Mathematics.
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; .What may be counted.

vt. With fa and ayr To ex-

plain.

; adj. Movable.

A silken cloth.

m. Name of .a king.

m. The third lunar month,

ad/. Like, similar, equal.

m. A frog.

nTrR" n. A temple.

m. Juice, a fluid substance.

. (off/.) A fisherman.

adj. Without a cause,

causeless.

^rq
1

adj. Without a remain-

der, all, entire.

m - Rice growing wild or

without cultivation.

. Aflight(of steps) )
aline.

n. The number represent-

ed by 100,00,00,00,00,00,00,
000 or thousand crore crores.

L Behind.

adj. Slanderous, wicked,
betraying.

JTfrTqfrT/.Understanding^know-

ledge.

: m. Universal destruc-
tion.

m. A stone.

adj. Foremost, first.

m. Crane.

m. ( ofr/ ) A crocodile,

a shark.

V*. A man,a human being.

adj. Worthy of respect.

m - A fish

. Incarnate, embodied

- Hunting, a chase.

Pilgrimage.

adj. Fit, able.

m. A hunter.

n. Blame, censure.

m. Wind.

. An ocean.

*. Excitement, agony ^

/>J3. ad/. Given.

m. A rite, a ceremony,
performance.

jw/).ad/.Done, carried out.

m. ( o^r/. ) A wolf.

- Living, occupation.

n. Enmity.

ofr/ ) An enemy.
. Fire.

77z. A bird.

n. Young grass.

Theory.
m. Name of a king.

. Satisfaction.

Completion, finishing.

p.adj. Blended, united.

77i. Creation.

?i - A means, an expedient.

pr>T adj. Attainable, available.

^rMHr r<
. Stairs, steps, a ladder.

fl^TfgT/- Preservation.

^^ ad/. Wanton, unrestrained

adt). At will.
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LESSON I.

COMPOUNDS (Continued.)

MISCELLANEOUS.

38. The formation of certain Gen. Tatpurusha compounds
is not allowed in Sanskrit.

(a) The Gen. Tatp. mast not be formed to express compari-

son or distinction. Thus we must say ;j^f srg
1

: | qn^prt tflVHH: I

N. B. When suoh compounds as JTOTST, TnTTfj & c - occur,

they are dissolved as Loo. Tatp. as
jf^j MT?: or ?TR: &c.

(b) Ordinal numerals and abstract nouns are generally not

allowed to stand as principal members in a Gen. Tatp. Thus we
must say

(c) Derivative words ending in ar^f and ^ and showing

agent, cannot form the principal members of a Gen. Tatp.

with the object of the action as the subordinate member. E. g.

&c. ( Here ^T5?T, TPT, >Jf , &c. are

not the objects of the actions of which ^rpTOt; qqcfr, *T3\ &c.

are the agents ).

Exceptions : The words ^nT^r, 1^7, m*ll<*, HWTnr^T.

^% (husband, master ) and some others, and also words ending

in 3TOi indicating a profession may stand as the last member of

a Gen. Tatp. E. .?Uwiuf^: I ^q'Jif^: I JTTPTf^TT^P I ^TWJT-

<T*T I $T**K* :
(
a blacksmith ) | 3^r?lT*: ( a messenger ) I f o i

(<])
A derivative noun denoting action can form a Gen.

Tatp. with the words denoting either the agent or the object of

the action, but when in a sentence both are mentioned neither

must be compounded. ( This rule is not very strictly

observed in classical literature ). E . g.
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r- 1 f

Bat jfrVrei <fr? : i

39. In some Tatp. compounds the original case termina-

tions of the subordinate members are retained. This is aleo the

jase in some Bahu. compounds. Such compounds are called

or **'

or

or ^^^j \ rr: i

40- Prefixes having the sense of nouns or adjectives

.an be used as first members of Tatpurnsha compounds. They
are either (a) principal members or (i) subordinate members

in those compounds. When subordinate they are adjectival

to the following noans, but when principal they govern the

jase of the following nouns, and the compounds themselves are

^.generally adjectival. E. g.

BTfrfnw: = STrrT^rr-rTr Tr^ra; (surpassing a garland).

3Tf%jT*Trrr i arnmnrr: i snftf^r i TO i

or prsOTF^:=f>Frr: T^rn^fr: I T: I f I

: i srfr*r: i ^f7rTFT?:= sniff:
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(*>

JTr^n: =IRTW

Prefixes compounded with adjectives have an adverbial

sense. E.g. 3TR^FT:=f*r^T: I aTTTr^;: I

41. Prefixes having the sense of adjectives may form

the first members of Bahuvribi compounds, of which we give-

below some typical examples :

* \

: i arrr^: i i

or

^r- 1 f i

: I f o I

42. There are some Tatpurusha compounds, ( called

H'.THT^'rrT^ iu Marathi ) in whi^h the first members ar*

equivalent to compound adjectives. E. g. mftmi<fc:=5rra>f*nr

: 'A king fond of an era
}

' ^^1^^:=^^} 5TreTT: 'A.
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Brahmana, who worships the gods;'

shady tree;' fam *4i=^qfq^tT^q I 3TnT^:=3Tf?TffftrTt T^T- I f I

( These compounds are called

43. Some irregular Tatpurusha and Bahuvrihi com-

pounds are called ?qt^lff. E.g. OTftT ( S*^+ *?T
r: 'having a checkered belly;'

-* I f I

44. When a compound does not fall under any of the

principal kinds of compounds mentioned before, it is called
"

or ^t^g^r^ 'y native Grammarians. E. g-

^fr ^r t ^rcr ' IQ many ways;' ?j?I^:=q^ *Trf: I

' PWW^-ANIr ^r ^^ ^T I nr:^nrfTc^:
4 Twenty-

one times,' &c.

EXERCISE VI.

=TTF?T: i

M

ff^rrrrT>iTwr

:f?ffforcjr;
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3frT ^i sr^ u

The great city of Ayodhyi, situated on the banks of th-~

Sarayu. was formerly ruled by excellent king*. The wide streets

of the city were icell laid-out and watered every day. In variou-

places, beautiful, many-coloured arches were constructed and

banners beyond number were fluttering high in the air. The

city was surrounded by extensive gardens frequented by men,
women and children every evening. Tributary princes assembl-

ed every year to pay their tribute to Das'aratha, the Mng of

kings who protected them and made them stronger and feat less.

The king was advised by ministers who were very u-ise and

intelligent. Excellent teachers taught the youths of the city who-

thereby became fond of religion and humble through then-

modesty. Sacrificial fires burnt daily with, high /fames and

with smoke smelling ofghee, Vedic blessings were pronounced
in high tones by Brahmanas with uplifted hands. All the

people were free from disease and adversity, and never died arx

untimely death.

Notes: fTTr^r^Pf The verb sjTF^rf governs the cognate

object rfT^ and, though passive in form, is active in sense. srngf

*ffaT SKHfa'^ &c.-A request made to a noble person is better

even when refused than a request made to a low person and

granted by him. ar;^<r: = Worthy, like. f?HcH^.=ryrerpTr
^plf: 'Loved by the people.

*

3g$fHr Possessed of much pa-

tience. ^jffifrerr = ^TCrTT frsrnfrarr: ( This is an instance of a-

three-memberedTatparush compound. As
^rjjff^j

is not intend-

ed to signify an aggregate, it is necessary to dissolve the above

compound as frTTflW^ ) frsrt srfol= f?"-^ *fr***- The Gen .

or the Loo. are sometimes used in place of the Dat. Well laid-

-' I Ifuny-coloured arches &c. frfa'irfT

r^ | Were fluttering szrry^W | Every evening

King of kings Sffv^rrr: | Stronger and fearless
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Very wist and intelligent ef?ff3r%:

Hr^T^f' I Fond of religion

adversity FHTrTl^Fr PRTTf : I Untimely"

VOCABULARY VI.

ST^r^ *". Improper time. adj.

Untimely.

r /. A finger.

ad/. (/. osfr)

celling, pre-eminent.

fa*rT adj. Noble, superior in

merit-

fSr'ifr adj. Superior in beauty,

wealth or majesty.

. adj. Assented to.

I Excellent teachers

Free from disease and

m. A guest, a stranger

A place, an abode.

m. A lord, a master.

adj. With uplifted wea.

pons

. Free from adversity
or misfortune.

adj. Unruly, criminal.

Ex - fMnrad/.Gone out of the forest.

ad/. Despondent, de-

Passed, disgusted.

Despondency^ disgust.

adj. Destitute of fire

or spirit, powerless.

PP- adj. Filled, sur-

rounded '

m ' Humiliation, disres-

Pect > Disgrace. Discomfiture.

m - The bow of 8 iva "

' ad> Covered, filled

with.

: adj. With arms uplifted. SHT5 adj. Very small.

TO. Tribute, a present.

^ m. A name of Arjuna.

Learned, wise.

Inconsiderate conduct,
unsteadiness.

pp. adj. Dropped, "fallen.

^vt. (rfc^ pass). To perform
or practise ( penance. )

. An abusive term.

m. A Brahmana.

A name of Krishna.

Poverty, indigence.

adj. Free from disease

or fear.

j. Rou?ed,awak-
ene<3>

Daybreak, dawn.

Beginning, the fore-

moat. Indecl. Since (with the

Abl. )

t. An oblation, a gift.

. The God of love.

n. Fat, marrow.

dy. Charming, beauti-

ful.

A man.

adj. Futile, vain.

adj. Vedic.
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. A request.

A secret,

ad;. Beautiful.

vt. With af% To answer,
to speak in reply.

vt. To kill
( used in the pas-

sive ).

*W! n. Surrounding a forest
and stopping all egress.

HTTO vf. ( Oaus. of fa-* ) To

see, to guess, to imagine.

adj. Extensive, wide.

adj. Sacrificial.

. Finished, ex-PP
hausted.

pp- adj. Frequented,

haunted.

m- A tributary prince.

. Evening.

Indecl. With ( with the

Instr. ).

m. The Indus. /. A great

river.

Merit, good fortune,

ad;. Well laid-out.

Pleasing.

adj. Capable of being won
over or attracted.

i-t. With ^n*. and srr To

collect, to bring together.

LESSON VII.

UPAPADA COMPOUNDS.
45. There is a species of Tatpurnsha compounds in

which nominal bases, formed directly from roots by certain

suffixes, take the place of principal members, the bases being

generally not capable of existing independently of the com-

pounds. The subordinate members in these compounds may
either be nouns in oblique cases, or they may be prefixes or

adverbs. Such compounds are known as $3t1H*M<>*l or ^qT^r-

?T?<j^, and some of them are
STJ^T

as well. They are mostly

adjectives or proper nouns. We give below some of the rules

of the formation of such compounds.

(1) The root may generally be added on to the subordi-

nate member without any change, except that roots ending in

ehort f, 7 or ^- take ^ after them, and roots ending in aw, (r, n t

and sft change them to r (/. Hf ) & 9-
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( crude base

or^ ( 055) i

^ ) i 5^5^ i H^Js; ( ?r,) i Timr: t ^fr^i **&- I

frw <

Exceptions: The root yj^ is changed to HT?C> ^T^ to ^T (/
,. T^to irU- ^r ), ?^ to $ (/. ^r ) or ^ (/. ?fr) or it may

remain unchanged ( the Fern, base ending in sfr ), vij- to vft and >^r

4o pj m. ( the root vrr being used in its passive sense ). E.g.

r=5i?^rf?r i

???rrrlr i

^r^rr: i ri^nrf : i t^r (/ ift ) i

i xr>fr;=irr# ^NtTiM i

(2) The termination ay is added to the following roots

and to some others, before which the ending vowel takes its

Guna substitute :

i I^T'^T: i *r?^fr i T?P^: i fairer- (/ fr ) i i$w ( also

) 1 3t5r^: i ^t^r^J (/ ^) i 1^^: (/ fr) i 2^
:^n:: i

1
- (/. ^r) i ^?RT^: i hr6 ^: i ? i

(3) When the firstmernber signifies the object of the action

denoted by the root, the latter is often changed to that form

of it which it takes in the Causal, and ar (/ t") i then added to

it. E. g. 5rwn*nr: =^TH
>

srd^rfrT i ^rrr^rf :
i

-. i nv- 1 f i

* For the declension of many of the words ending in conso-
nants see Lessons I and II of the Second Sanskrit Course
Part I.

f When the subordinate member of an Upapada compound
is in the LOG. case, the case-termination is frequently retained

and the compound made 31?^. E. g. qTRr-^n^l ^T3T: I
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Exceptions: The root ^ is changed to e^ (/. ft) when

such a compound as the above denotes, in addition, the idea of

cause ( ^?|: ), habit ( ^ft?y ) or submission
( s^rTf*-^ ) ;

or when it

is preceded by the words ff?fr, f%sir, sr*rr> *TT^> SFrT, f%,

and some others. E. g.

I ch**i'- I f I

(4) The termination^ is added to th$ root after changing
it as in the Causal, when habit (sfn5?)* comparison

past time ( ^pf : ), or frequency of the action

is to be indicated by the compound. E. g. TO?^'fCr=
r??: i 3r?y?jrfr i ir?yr^iT i arsfm i T^pfrwr i

i irmTr^fr=Tr5r ^r^srfrm i

i sT$frft i

(5) Oausals and roots of the 10th Conjugation generally

takethe suffix BT^ ( /. af^r ) E.g.

These verbal forma ending in SCT can often be used by
themselves. E. g, *j "$*<'> T^TT:, ^^T:, r*TT:> & Hence the above

compounds may be dissolved as q^McM^q' or ?qM^H^f^-

(6) Theindeclinables g and ^: are compounded with many
roots, which then have a passive sense. In these cases the

vowels of roots are generally gunated ( except when they are

penultimate prosodially long vowels), and the suffix sr (/ &rr )

is added. E. g. g?pf : = g^pf pp.^ yfa, $9^=3:$^ W^tT ffw J

g^rr:, f^rr: i ^rr:, fcrr: i ^rw :, j^f : i g^? : f; ^rf : i 5^ :
,

f^rf?:: I ^TT, J^fl-: I 9V?f:, f^fa: I f I

(7) The root T?I ^ compounded with pronouns which are

then slightly modified. The root remains as it is or changes to

^ (/ 5ft ) or fW (/ o^ff ) and has a possive sense. E . g.

m^K (crude b. ?TTf?O or *FW> or - mf*P=*T ?T ?5^f ff?T '

Similarly *n^, ^rr?^> ff^ T^Tf^R,, ^frf^ TIW
( Also ^?> or q^-

^>TT^r ^rrr fm ) i
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46. The following are some of the irregular Upapada-
compounds, including BTg

1^ '

^^T3?: = ^r3f*T'Tf^rfcT ( removing sorrow );

**T?T fr% ( an elephant ); ^^T- ( a back-biter );

(aelfiah, greedy); ^cT^^r:> 3rafa?:> f%^3f: ( the demon Rahu);

3Tf^:=5T^^5frfrrrT ( striking on the wounded or sore part );

^WferTT:=^^r? rTTrfrfrf ( burning the forehead ); fsr^^:; ff<T-

?|r Of T^TTi=f5|-I^f or qt ( ^j) rn^rfrrlr (one harassing or

subduing his enemies ); ^=5^:=^ R^^fa sT^RT; 5^~
(
the earth ); ^hffq-: ( destroying all );

TRT i r^^u or <rgqrr (the earth).,

f fr?T ff% (
a young woman going to choose a

husband ); arfr^T: (
one who subdues his enemies);

( protecting all
) ; ^i^Mrr:

f^T^; T^rfrfr: ( robber );

( one who considers anything beautiful ); 'TF-^!Tf:2p or

fffT ( one who considers him-
self a learned man

) ; vj*rtj: or gsirf: (/. oifr ) or >pfpT: (/
OIrr )=^T ( ^tfe?^T ) JT'E^rr^ (one going crookedly, i. e.

a serpent); ff^: or faf*T: or fffir^: =f^r^^rr *!*!?<?rnr

( one going through the air, f. e. a bird ); a^ir*. or $fif: or

) Tr^-J^rfcl (
a ^orse ); TJRJJ: or g^ir: or

T ( going jumpingly, i. e. a monkey ), &c.

N. B. For the declension of Upapada compounds ending
in 3TT? I"

r ^ and having a root for their final syllable, see

Lesson VHI of the Second Sanskrit Course Part I.

EXERCISE VII.

: i

f^r

ff^r= i

: II
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*rr

n

H<JIHH ^ *nr: u

?T

O Lord of men ! hove is it that yon are contented to live in

this forest on mere hunting ? How can you bear to see Bhlma

sleeping on the ground, collecting fruits and roots and carrying

heavy loads for ns ? How can your heart be calm when you see

Arjuua, your younger brother, the foremost of archers, becom-

ing a wood-cutter and a water-bearer ? The two SODS of Madrf.

possessing beautiful bodies, are doing low work for you in the

absence of servants here. I, the daughter of Drupada, born in

a high family and used to live in a beautiful palace, am re-

quired to go about in this forest on foot behind you. In your

very presence I suffered intolerable insults from your ene-

mies; and yet you were not provoked to manly action. Bearing
the load of a thousand miseries, your are as unmoved as a heap
of stones. The lions of the forest roaring like the clouds at

all times, wicked demons hovering round at night, and serpents
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living in holes make the forest terrible to us living in a shed

of leaves. Your brothers, who wore golden ornaments, have now
their bodiea made dark by dust. They who should ride deco-

rated elephants, have not got even shoes. At one time they are

scorched by the sun burning their foreheads, and at another time
drenched by the clouds pouring showers of rain. The bravery

of Arjuna, who pleased the Fire by offering him the Khan-

dava forest, does no good to us in our present calamity. The

strength of Bhima, equal to that of thousand elephants, does

not inspire terror in the hearts of your enemies, for you, play-

ing dice, have not only lost your kingdom, but have, moreover,

promised to dwell for twelve years in this forest. Your ene-

mies have done you wrongs for which you want to oblige them.

Being barn a Kshatriya, you seem to have taken the vow of

a sage.

NOTES. MHMI ff"jT-
= A Brfihmana addicted to drink.

world of mortals. <T^Mr='J^JT :?TmTr?T I

' The inmost leaf.

&c The particle ^, when repeated in two asser-

tions, has the sense of 'no sooner than' or 'as soon as' equivalent

to qi^-^re^in Sanskrit. Translate No sooner is the bright
moon lull of all its digits, than it enters the mouth of Rahu, i.e.

is eclipsed. Lordofmen= ^\^^\ Living on hunttny=?nnfr+
Sleeping on the ground= J^ffRl^r: I Collecting &c.=
I Carrying &c. =JT$pnW? : I Water-bearer=*f?x%ii: \

Possessing &c. = ^^tj\f^ I Doing loiv work= jfr^fjNril' I Born

&c. =
JT^rfnTTrr I Used to live &c. = $f%^*Tr?qrrreRr I Going about

onfoot. =7IT^rKu
rr I Manly action=i$q%tft'-> c

fr^T'3[ I Searing &c.=

Roaring like cloudt=?

: I Living in Ao/e. = f^^5r^f: | Living in a shade ofleaves=

Who should ride &o. =?n[^dM*ill
f

v)<Tf|
or: I

'

one time at another a'-nezz^ffrf^^ eJ^Tlf^^ I Pouring &C.=JTT-

: : Fire=%3r%, frTf^ , frfff, f I Doing,nogood

Inspiring terror=wn3, >Wr^, >T^f^, fl
Playing dice=3T^^t ( ST%T3TF?r ;

T?3^n%?r: ) I You have promised
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: I Your enemies have done &c =
Born a K8hatriya=s$*rsi: \

Taking the vow &c.=

VOCABULARY VII.

m. A charcoal-

maker.

m. A guest.

A liar.

adj. Bright, pure,

m. A minister.

/. Uealth, freedom

from disease.

dj. (/ fr) Yielding

wealth, useful.

m. n. Hair, a curl, a lock.

. Acquisition.approach.

adj. Full,

m. A garden.

adj. Intermixed, in-

terwoven.

n. Returning, reviving,

woman having be-

autiful thighs.

n. A young tender leaf.

Name of a plant.

adj. Emaciated,

m. An elephant.

n. n. Poison.

m. The womb, the interior.

adj. Compact, dense.

f m. The crest-jewel.

m. Cutting.
m. Force, violence, speed.

n. The surface.

Poor, indigent.

m. A kind of grass.

m. Violent, intense,

terrible.

T m. A forest-conflagration.

m. The sun.

A tree.

\dj . Grown, become.

i. Dishonest, wicked.

adj. Very pale.

n. A drink, a liquor.

n. Oppressing, eclipsing.

adj. Trembling, shaking,
m. Request. Affection,

trust.

A region, a spot.

adj. Acting kindly,

amiable,

Hq\f$*^adj. Speaking kindly

or agreeably.

adj. Bearing fruit,

n. The foot-stock of a

flower or leaf. Chaining,

tying, confinement.

adj. A murderer of a

Br&hmana.

}
m. A serpent.

j

A black bee.

adj. Clever, intelligent.
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m. Wind.
> A- gardener.

adj. Lovely, charming.

Simple, silly.

adj. (/. osft) Fascinating.

/>/>
a^J- Withered, sad.

n - An unfailing medi-

cine. An elixir.

m. A demon supposed to

swallow the moon at the time

of an eclipse.

f. Luster. Appearance.
. A curl.

adj. Obedient.

adj. Silent, reserved.

adj. Causing to open,

inspiring joy.

. adj. Plucked, cut off.

n. An eye.

n. Enmity.

adj. Autumnal.

T pp. adj. Scattered, dis-

persed.
r
. Praise.

adj. All.

adj. Giving delight or

satisfaction.

n. A lotus.

Fipi.Similarity,comparison.
n. Wealth, property.

LESSON Yill.

THE (TWO) FUTURES.

General.

47- Sanskrit roots are divided into three classes known
as the Anit, the Vet and the Set. Anit roots are those which

<lo not require the insertion of an intermediate y before con-

sonantal terminations ( except those beginning with ?r) of the

general tenses; Vet roots require the insertion of the ^optionally;
while Set roots require the insertion of it necessarily. There
are instances in which the same root is Anit in one or two of

the general tenses and Vet or Set in the rest. Such special

3ases can be treated only under each of the tenses.

48. The following are the lists of important Anit and

Vet roots :
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Anit Root i.

All monosyllabic roots ending in vowels, excepting root?

ending in long 37 and 5^, and the roots f*r, pj, ^Y (A.), ^fr, $r r

3, 3 (2. P.), *, ^, *3 (Parasm.), f (f^9. A. ) and f
. u. .

The following roots ending in consonants: ^fj (5 P. ).

( 3. U. ), ni;

^, 5^, T^ (4. A.),
. A. and pp^ 7.A, but notf^ 2 P.), ff? (f^fl%-^ 6.U.)-

^^, ft^;(4.P.), *%*Z,$^, *S^, ^^f^(^^% 4 - A - To
awake bnt not fw 1. U.

), 3^, ^, n>^, s^, f^, ^p* , f^T.
4. P. ), IR; (4, A.), f^, 3TTT , f^T? r <T* , f?TT , a^ (4. U.),

. P. ), ^T, g^, ^r , ^pr , ^JT, ^r, ^, ?p^, ?K^ ( Atm. )

4 - p -' but

not
jqr

9. P.), fo*, Nr^^ g^ fur^C4 - p .) ^.-^ (^rf?r 1. P. r

but not^ 2. A. ), TO, ^sr, 55 , ^ , ^, f^ , ^.

^ 5- U. s^rrm ^ft% o. u. ), *j ( ^r 2. A. T

4. A. ), ?f, &9j , BT^, ^, ^ (fl^Tre 4. P. To become

wet ), ^ZFT ftT^X^]^ 1. P. To rue, to turn out auspiciously).

P Jf^O'lWft 1 - P')' ^' ^n^^ST^, (3T^J% 6. A. ),' %^-
(f&nrft 9. P. ). T^, ?r^,^^, TT^,^,^; (.P-), Wfs
also rd, ^, ^T,, pr , 5^; , ^5 ,^ . (The root 3^ when pre-

ceded by f^ becomes 1'et
).

JV. /^. Most of the other roots are Set.

The following verses contain the above Anit roots and the

student should make them by heart :
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faSL

The following lines contain the important Vet roots :

Varieties of the Future Tense.

49. There are two varieties of the Future in Sanskrit.

one of them is called the Simple Future and the other the

Periphrastic Future. All roots may have the forms of both
the varieties.

50. Formation of the base: (a) Final radical vowels and

penultimate prosodially short vowels are gunated, and final n-,

q-
and sff are changed to *rr> other radical vowels remaining

unchanged.

(&) The intermediate f is added to the syllable in the

case of Set roots and optionally in the case of Vet roots. It is

not added to Anit roots.

(c) The base-forming syllable &f of the Simple Future

and rjr of the Periphrastic Future are then added. The ^r ia

changeable to sq by S. E. 20; and the ?TT i3 changeable to jr

*TT or ^r by S. R. 25, 26, 27.

Examples.
Roots. Bast formation. B. of Sim. F. B. of Ptrip. F.

SJT (Set) by (a) sff by (6) >rf% by (c) nfq-sir and
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TW^ ( Vet) by (a) |^r by (b) $? or ^^r or ^TT or

Wft by (c) fcfqr^ and &
^ (Anit) irr TT

51. Exceptions to the above rules :

(a) ^^ takes Vriddhi wherever Quna is ordinarily requir-

ed. IT? lengthens its vowel in cases where Guna is required, if

followed by vowel terminations or the intermediate y. fj^ and

7^ substitute ^ for the Guna substitute s?^ when followed by
a strong termination, like TO and <TT; beginning with a hard

consonant; while the Anit roots ^nr , ^tr, ^q^, ^r, ^fw and ^r^

( all having a penultimate =5- ) substitute ? for BT^ optionally

under the same circumstances. The Set roots ^^, j?, ^^,
77^, sr and v^all

of the 6th Conjugation, and f%^ to tremble.

do not take Guna at nil. ;f^j. and q^ insert a nasal after

their vowel 37 when a strong termination beginning with a

hard consonant immediately follows them. E g<

jjH ( Vet ) nr^or jrrnr, m*3 o r TrFw11^, met or TrnrsT (8. R.

16 Excep. (a) and 20, 24, 25. )

5f ( ) fr?r or
jjff, t^ir or rrff^, jjfrr or Trrf?ir ( 8. R.

26, 27, 28. )

(yfm'O K, ***, WCT ( S R. 16 Exoep. a, 24, 25. )

or 5Tf or ?rfq, qt$ or 5rc^?r or ?if^ ?H? or ^fr

, FT?? or *q?r ( 8. R.

16, 24. )

) gf% ( S. R. 31 b ), 3f
) ^ or srftr, qf^ or ^ftr^, 4^ or ^ftr?ir ( S. R.

16. 24. )
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(: ) The intermediate f ia lengthened necessarily in the
:a~e of q? ,

and optionally in the case of ^ and roots ending in
3

( long^Roots ending in ^ (short ), f^ and ir*T
N ( Parasm.)

take the intermediate f though Anit, and the roots ^and gni
drop it optionally though Set before the ^r of the Simple
Future. In the Periphrastic Future, the roots 5^,' ftsr,

and ^r?, though Set, drop the intermediate $ optionally. ^E. g

*ri ( fot ) *r?r, Tsfczr, *T*rrrr \*j(Set )-^ft or <fft,

or qifn^r, Tfr?ir or gfrcrr i ar ( ^O-frfc or rrfr, ^fcsq
1 or

or <ffprr I Similarly ^^ (
Anit ) SRfr^r, ^fr | ff (

i^Trfr I ?^ ( Anit) ff?rs3r, f^rTf I 1^ Anit)
< P. ) and ^ij*3T ( A. ), *T?<rr and ^iF?ir I ^5 (

Set ) ^f^T or

^w, TRrfr i 5^(&0 wrr*T5?r, wrfarrr or 9frvjr ( s. B. 26 ) i

^ ( 5e ) 9f^r, *rffrTr or ?r75-r ( S. R. 26 and 27. ) i

( c) The roots ^rqr f?^, ?>-J^and ^zr?^
are Atmane. and

as such have their regular forms of the Simple Future; but

-ihey may have in addition the Parasm. forms in which case

-the intermediate $ is not added. This holds in the casa of

:in the Periphrastic Future also. 23. g.

^n; (frfHK^w or 5Ff^q^r (A.), ^=c^r (P.) i

(Vet. ) ^^c^j or ^M^ (A.), **?5^ (P.) lf^
( A. ) and ^r^^ (P.) i f^; ( ^' ) ff^KT ( A. ) and

(P.) I

Perip. Future base g^f or gr^iTfn', ^q^?ff or tqfi^i,

rTT ( all Atm. ), and i$rm ( Parasm. ).

25. Terminations. To get the forms of the Simple Future,
".he Parasm. and Atm. terminations of the Present tense are

added to the base in the same way as they are added to roots

of the first Conjugation. Parasm. roots take Parasm. termi-

nations, Atm. roots take Atm. terminations, and roots

belonging to both the Padas may take either of the two sets

of terminations. Thus :

Rt. ff- U. (base 57*^ ).

Parasmaipada. At manepad. a.
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To get the forms of the Perip. Future, the following ter-

minations are added :

Parasmaipada. Atmanep-ida.

ftr w **r

^ ^T-

Bt. ?T U.
(
base

Additional Example.!.

i ft

(S. K. 26, 27 ) | V^grtTfi-ft or ^TrT'rarf?T-%, ^FrTT or

(S. B. 29) i tgttftaifr.a, ^if , ^_^pr^f-^
JJ^ JT^^m 1CT I fire !**frHT> fHT I ff V

I 'Of T^rf^-^> ST5T I W^ ^?lf?T- 5T2T

8.^ R. 26. 27.) i >T^

) TC *fit or

1 ^ ff^rrft or

I f^I y^Tlf'T* JT?ilfW I

I f Hftmifif, nfffiT. (This root is Parasm. in the

two Futures, the Conditional and the Perfect
).

53. Causals and roots of the 10th Conjugation are all

Set and take the intermediate f after the &TO f the Special

conjugational base, the final a? of it being dropped: Thus :

fTTT Tnfa*lfa-%> <?lMfa<ll I ^K< ^flTf^r^TfT-%; ^RT^rTT '

54. The passive forms of the Simple Future and the

Periphrastic Future are obtained by applying to the base Atm.

* It will be observed that the terminations of the 1st and

2nd Person are the forms of the Present of sr^ 'to be* with

the initial yj dropped in two cases. The root 37^ thus serves

as an auxiliary verb in this variety of the Future; hence it?

name Periphrastic Future.
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Terminations. When there is a special Atm. base that should

be used before the Atm. terminations. In the passive forms of

Causals and roots of the 10th Conjugation the sro of the

Special base may optionally be dropped. E. g.

Active CTRnffl
1

, 9T^ Passive

t-> ^iniitn, <*inn5

Tfosfrfa, *i<iti >

>t

55. The Simple Future is used to denote future time

generally. The Periphrastic Future is generally used to indi-

cate such actions, as may take place at an indefinite future

time, such at least aa will not take place on the same day on

which one is speaking of them.

EXERCISE VIII.

It

[

: u
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T ^ T >T^fr rHT TTO SfffV^TftNT: I

1 1

: i ^r?r ff

i r^r

II

?TrT: I

H

: r

4TiHI$<||*f

O sages, now I shall briefly describe to you the state of

things which will be found at the end of the Kali-yoga. There
will be no distinction of castes at that time. Br&hmanas will

forget the Vedio lore and the Mlenchchhas will learn it with

great earnestness. Men will not sacrifice to the gods nor will

give oblations to the Manes. Whoever is more powerful will

proclaim himself the king; and the timid subjects will bend

their heads before him. The greed of wealth will prompt men
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to commit sinful acts and the fear of violating the commands
of religion will not exist at all. Each will live by that profes-

sion by which he will earn most money. Brahmanas will not

beg or perform penances. Kshatriyas will not fight for the

protection of the weak or the preservation of religion.

Vais'yas will like neither agriculture nor trade. But all of

them, with theS'udras, will maintain themselves by the service

of the rich or by begging. When such a thing happens, how
can the distinction of castes remain?

Falling from virtue and from purity, men will be

oppressed by endless anxieties and by miseries, both of the

body and the mind. Many will die while yet children; more
will go to Yama's domain in their youth, and all will have
short lives. Rain will come in small quantities, and often

will not come at all. Hence famines will be more frequent
and people will perish from starvation.

NOTES: qr^rfa 957^1^= Will be disrespected by them

?: 'Jars full of water.' ?f

The object of ^is put in the Gen. when it means 'to remember

with regret.' STTPn^t The root ^rr with ajf is Atm. only in

the sense of solemn declaration. ^qfrT The Simple Future

of
rT^/to be satisfied.' g^ifCf' The root ^ is changed to ^

generally when the action is considered to be auspicious or

when a blessing is intended. fg~jrr: = Birds. The state of things

=TJTf^ir5T- 1 Distinction of castes=^fvf^: \ Manes=ffi(f: (pi. only).

Will bend
<$fc.=rercf*r3 3*1Wptf I Will prompt men to commit fyc.

The fear of

violating fre.^qiftFmww ^T ^Tf^^TRr ( The root 373; 'to be', 3T

and =^^ are not conjugated in the two Futures, the Conditional,

&c., the roots *r, f^U. and *g3rr U. being respectively used in

place of them.). Pr0/e*ston=ffrf: /. Agriculture=sgft\ f. Trade

^TPI^jj^fj. Hoiocan the distinction of castes Sfc.=^f^f yfr^^f qyjfa I

Falling from virtue 3*c.=*l4MK|iMr vrferST: I -Anxieties and

miseries $c. STT^ff ^^TR^f^ I While yet children=3([&q ^ \ In

small quantities^sfrymm^, BTT^^ I Frequent=yf^f-^^ adv.?

. From starvation=
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VOCABULARY VIII
ad;'. Evil-minded,

wicked.

. A leader.

: Indecl. In front of,

before.

. A companion, a

follower.

TW *. Passing away. End.
Injury.

F*TH^ . The eon of Arjuna
by Subhadri.

m. Mental agony. An-
xiety ( op. to 5*rft ).

The head.

Getting, obtaining.

adj. Ceased, stopped.

Earnestness, eager-
ness.

r3>*txi m. Rama ( a descen-

dant of Kakutstha ).

odj. One skilled in the

practice of arms.

. Agriculture.

m. Trouble, inconvenience.

TT? vt - (*TTW% 1. A.) To enter,

to plunge into, to agitate.

( Also with ft )

nr vt. With 8f^ To conquer,
to subdue.

*!*. (*nfa 1. P. ) To suffer

pain, to grieve. With $^3
To repent.

TT. * ( 5F^f?t 4. P. ) To be
satisfied.

- Name of a forest.

adj. Wearing an armour.

f^TT$ (;. Distressed,

f^ ad/. Difficult to maintain
or feed, burdensome.

n. A famine, dearth.

rfor?' . A son of Dhrita-
rash'tra.

End, death.

. adj. Exiled,

adj. A politician, a
statesman.

m. Fatigue, pain.

: Indel. Behind.

r vt. With <rft To make in-

quiries about.

pp- adj. Banished.

Indecl. Before (with a noun
in the Abl.)

adj. Esteemed, valued.

m. A great warrior,

n. A tree.

. Very powerful.
Yama's domain.

n. ( Fi^. ) Disrespect or

loss of respect,

ef. With f^ vi. ( 1. A. ) To
quarrel.

w. Trade,

m. A large arrow.

. Profession, avocation,

i. With iff>r f*. To shower.

A house.

77j. Physical pain, ail-

ment.

. Winter.
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Indecl. Once. tjsfrf . Name of a monkey-
. War, battle. king.

. Like ( only at the HTTT? m. Killer of demons.

end of a Tatp. ) ";
A

/ - ~ A r> \ m t. srrT*Tf5T m - Lakshmana, son of
. (nroft 4 P. ) To be ai

accomplished. ^nt^T adj. (/*&) An infant,

pp> adj. Accomplished, a child nursed at the breast.

effected. HKR *. Fire.

LESSON IX.

THE CONDITIONAL
AND SOME VERBAL DERIVATIVES.

56. By prefixing the augment 37 and applying the ter-

minations of the Imperfect, as in the 1st Conjugation, to the

base of the Simple Future we get the forms of what is known
as the Conditional. The passive forms of the Conditional are

obtained by applying to the base Atmane. terminations.

Thus :

Parasmaipada. Atmanepada or passive.

The Conditional of f with arfa
' to study

'
is formed

optionally by substituting jft for f.

&c. or arwM", 3Tt^^|t(f. &c.

57. The Conditional is really a substitute of the Poten-

tial. It is used to indicate, by the very form of the expression,

the impossibility of the occurrence of the thing mentioned in

the sentence, or, at least, the strong disbelief, impropriety,

indignation or surprise which the speaker would feel if the

thing mentioned has actually taken place or would take

place. E. g.
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l.
' How>

in(1eed,

told the untruth ? '. e. One cannot believe that Y. ha*-

done so; or it is very improper or surprising that Y.

should have done so.

'- I How can you give up your religion ? ^ .

You will certainly not do so, or if you should, that

would be very improper or surprising.

9FT TnT ^T^reHQ I *<T3m I. \ Who could have helped a ChandAla-

to perform a sacrifice ? or who would ever do so ':

N. B. Whether the verb is used in the past tense or the

future tense must in such cases be decided from the context.

It is not in the above sense, however, that the Conditional

most frequently occurs. It is usually used in those hypothe-
tical sentences in which the speaker implies that what i

stated in the antecedent clause did not or will not certainly

occur, and hence also that what is stated in the subsequent
clause would not take place. It is usual in such hypothetical

sentences to use the Conditional in both the clauses*. E g.

TW*^ I I* there had been good rain,

there would have been plenty of corn, i. e. there was no-

good rain and hence there was no plenty.

WT ^HHlfa^fr ^fTTHr^lT: I If you would come to my
house, you would get ghee to eat, t t.I am sure yon will

not come to my house and hence you will not get ghee to eat.

* The Conditional being only a substitute of the Potential.

the latter may occur in one or both the clauses of hypothetical
sentences of the nature described above. The Conditional

may, therefore, be considered as necessary only if the speaker
wishes to emphasize his sense of the impossibility, impropriety.

&c. of anything that he states. E.g.

- n

^^' *n
(

rr-

I )
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58. Future participles are formed from the base of the

Simple Future by the addition of <^
in Paraam. and ITPT in

Atmane. or passive. Thus fr^nj^ (P-) 'going or about to give';

(A. or Pass.) 'going to give or being about to be given'.

'going or about to do'; cR'ft^nTT'T ( A. or Pass. )

'going to do or being about to be done.' The Parasm. partici-

ples are declined like the Present participles of roots of the

6th Conjugation, the insertion of j in Neut. N. Ac. V. dual

and the Faminine base being optional. Thus :

fiwi. w. N. v.

Ac.

. N. Ac. V.

Fern, base fr^r?Tr or

JV
r
. B. In translating adverbial clauses or sentences begin-

ning with 'before,
' Future participles should be used to qualify

the subjects of the principal sentences and vice versa.

59. The formation of the Infinitive is cursorily noticed

in Art. 89 of the F. 8. Course. It is only necessary to add here

that the Infinitive of a root is obtained by simply changing the

?jr of the Perip. Future to a^. E. g.

60- Similarly by changing rTT to g we get verbal deriva-

tives denoting agent. These derivatives are generally used

with the Gen. of the object of the action. E. g. y**\\ STCT I *R^T
fnrr i *t<sm arr^Fr i TO i

This derivative in ^ may be used as the participle of the

Perip. Future. If formed from a transitive root, it then governa-

an object in the Ace. E. g. T^HfrffPf^R^ rf=T IFtflT: ( W )=
In five or six days we shall ourselves go there

:= We shall do what will please Duryodhana.

EXERCISE IX.

f?
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; f?n?rr

: n

A stag once proudly said to himself that if hia legs had
been as beautiful as hia horns, no animal on the earth would
have been able to equal him in beauty.

Before the prinoe was crowned, he promised to strive as

far as possible to effect the good of his people.

If man had not yielded to wicked passions, he would not

-five fallen from virtue. If he had not violated the commands
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of God, there would have been no miseries in this world. If

man will try to become thoroughly rirtnous, Kali-yuga will

again chaiige into the Krita-yuga. Knowing the terrible

punishment that will follow after death, should not men repent

for their daily sins P God is merciful and will pardon them.

For, had not God been merciful, he might hare destroyed
this sinning world in a moment.

When he was about to betake himself to forest residence.

he told his younger brother to look after the education of his

children.

NOTES : sfflgHR :-The root ?q\ with^ is Atm. in the

figurative sense of 'to raise oneself up/ H&4ril ^gffqq^fl'gff.'

Here jjgFrfrr has the sense of the Future and its object should

have been in the Ace. ( 375: irs^T-One wno WH1 break the

thighs). f^r*TrTC3T:=f%?*r *& <T*3iT: I ^TTT^ff^^^r.' 3R^f=
How possibly could yon have entertained a suspicion about

your beloved ? i. e. It was most improper on your part to have

done so. qreS-HT^H^llfas^r &<> The verbs in this stanza are

used in the future sense. '' If you were not to give up this

error ( HH^[ ), you would repent for life. If this
( Sita ) were

to be angry, even the sun would fall down to the earth." (srr^-
Tor life' an Upapada comp. ). ^fr-

'

e. Rama
who thought that through him the whole race of Ikshvaku

would suffer disgrace. W^: =*T <n" ^jff *T^ *T'
' The first of

its kind.' fsRTFcre:^ 1 1^ I*H^ AlH,= The lord (Rama) who had

formed an exceedingly cruel resolution about Sita.

I ^Tfnr: =!5T? fffi ^' I Construe

: = Of fate

when it intends or is determined to strike
(

i. e, to kill ). The
Future participle is frequently used to denote intention, desire

or determination, srff ^<T*H*H l-W &c.=If you had enjoyed
the fragrance of her breath, would you ever have found pleasure
in this lotus? The Conditional, when used in the past tense,

should be rendered by the Pluperfect Conditional. As far as

le w^-<^$<$3(i^ I
Had not yielded to wicked passions
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I Become thoroughly

I Will change $c =
i Education

VOCABULARY IX.

r.)To wor-

ship, to pay one's respects to.

-jfrijtjr adj. With the face

turned down.

fafa^T m. Resolution, de-

termination. Attachment.

m. Stain, disgrace.

m. (/. 0-3TT) A SOD.

m. disease.

pp. adj. Considered,

reckoned.

>d for tying

an elephant ( as a post ).

vt. With *w To look

after.

L lord.

m. Breath.

/. Certain writings

attached to Ved&s and relat-

ing to Brahman ( . )

adj. What may be neg-

lected or disregarded.

5 m. The thigh.

. With *r<T(l. U.)To
remove, to destroy,

ffaifad/.Despised, disdained.

Teased, troubled,

m. A bamboo.

A descendant of Kuru.

Drnntc, intoxicated.

'. The earth.

Tnr The body. A liuib.

ifrrfT / A portion of the

Mahabharata containing a

dialogue between Krishna
and Arjuna.

^ vt. With T^ To sing aloud.

TO. A protector.

pp. adj. Pounded,
crushed.

m. A thief.

m. A prolonged note in

music.

vt. ( Denom. ) To equal,
to compare.
* n. Oil.

Beloved.

f. A care.

vt. With ff and srr To
order, to advise.

m. An elephant.

adj. Much, excessive.

adj. Ruthless, merci-

less.

adj. One who urges on
or excites.

n. Well-being, welfare.

vt. With an
1 To go to, to

approach. With jjffr To
practise, to observe.

m An enemy.

rrf*rrt <*;'. (/ sfr) Hinder-

ing, preventing, throwing
obstacles in one's way.
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A son of P/-ith, ^r^T adj. Harsh, cruel.

r . A white lotus. Ttrf^ adj. Having a beautiful

vt. ( 10. U. ) To fill. body, handsome.

vi. ( Comp. verb ) To fHT/. Conduct, course.

get abroad, to spread, to be faigjf. A flame.

known. p^ ad Wise, experienced.

adj. Fascinating, charm- ^^ (^fa 1. P.) To regret,
ng.

~ . to grieve.
m. Spring. .

m. A bee. *** m - Uruon '^^
m. The god of love. **fa* m " The win(L

35; pi. With 3?3 i>. To allow, *Wnr m. A companion.
to permit. ^r?^r^. Company, fellowship

tfartfr/. Sita. ^%^ n. Theft.

zffi f. Attachment. ?m^ OT - A post, a pillar.

n. A hole. ^T Indecl. Alas !

LESSON X.

.THE PERFECT.
61. Th Parfecet is formed either by reduplication or by

joining auxiliary verbs to the root. The former is called the

Reduplicated Perfect and the latter the Periphrastic Perfect.

The Perfect is used to describe events which took place in

the remote past and were not witnessed by the speaker. Hence

it is not used in the First Person and rarely in the Second.

When used in the First Person, it would mean as if the action

was done unconsciously through intoxication, madness, &e.,

that is, as if in the opinion of the speaker, the action was per-

formed without his right cognizance.

62. (1) The Reduplicated Perfect is formed of all

monosyllabic roots of the nine Conjugations.

Exceptions. The roots fsr, %TZT, efTTH, W^> *nd those be-

ginning with q- and aff, or with f , ^ and m; prosodially long

take the Periphrastic Perfect only.
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(2) The Periphrastic Perfect ia formed (a) of all roots of

the 10th Conjugation, Causals and other derivative verbd,

(J) of primitive roots of more than one syllable, and of those

mentioned above as exceptions under (I).

(3) Both the Perfects may be formed of the primitive
roots ^w, f^[ to 'know*, ffpj and $farr> and alao of ft, $T, f
andf.

63. The terminations of the Reduplicated Perfect are :

PARASMAIPADA. ATHANEPADA.

Sing. Dual. Plural. Singular. Dual. Plural.

1st 3T * * qr q$ f$
2nd *I

3rd 3T

The strong terminations in the above scheme are shown

in black type. They are the terminations of the singulars of

three Persons in the Parasmaipada. The rest of the termina-

tions are all weak.

Not*. Boots ending in srr take the termination sn instead

of %r in the First and the Third Person singular.

The final yff of the base of such roots is dropped before all

weak terminations and before tr with the intermediate f.

Roots ending in
<r,

ir and aff &r* to be considered as ending

in 9TT in the Perfect as in all the other General Tenses.

64. Formation of the bate oj the Reduplicated Perfect.

The root is reduplicated according to the Rules ( 1, 2 and S )

given in the Introduction. The reduplicated root is itself the

weak base. The strong base of the Third Person singular U
derived from the weak base by substituting Vriddi for the final

radical vowel and the penultimate 37, and Guna for any other

penultimate short vowel. The strong base of the Second Per-

son singular is formed by guuating the final vowel and the

penulitmate short. The strong base of the First Person

singular may be formed optionally like that of the Second or

the Third Person singular. ( For examples see below. )
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Penultimate long vowels as well as those that are proso-

dially long remain unchanged before both strong and weak
terminations.

65. Terminations beginning with vowels are directly

applied to the base, strong or weak; those beginning with

consonants are applied with the intermediate f , except in

certain cases which are mentioned below. When f is prefixed

to consonantal terminations, they become practically vowel

terminations. Thus,
Rt. jff U. ( st. base 5^t?> w. base 555 )

PARASMAI PADA ATMANEPADA .

Singular. Dual. Plural. Singular. Dual. Plural.

ff%

Rt. ^^ P. ( base
f*

), and 3 A. ( base

P. ( st. b. fifrsr ,
w. b. ^), and ^ A. ( baseRt.

Rt. p* U. ( st. b.

P. f^r'iTnr or

A.

or f^lr, w. b.

* The Rule 31 (a) ol Internal Sandhi is to be observed

here. It should be remarked that the rule is applicable not

only in cases where dissimilar vowela meet, but also where.

similar vowels meet. Thus, f^fr+ ^%=ftlK<!H^, &c.

6
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NOTE. The application of general Sandhi Rules given in

the Introduction, and specially that of Sandhi Rules 38, 39

and 40 should be pointed out in every case by the teacher.

Similarly may be conjugated 3

The Set roots 5^, 3^, FT^, ?j^ t 3 and vj of the 6th

Conjugation, and fas^
! to tremble ' do not take Guna before

3T with the intermediate f. (See Art. 51 a, page 66 ).

66. The intermediate f is not inserted before the conso-

nantal terminations in the case of ^, ^r, yj, ^, ^, y, tg,
and

gg.

Thus:

Rt. ^7 u . (
st b. ^Jefii^

or
-*| th{ > w. b. ^^T )

PAKASMAIPADA AlMANEPADA.

Singular . Dual, Plural. Singular. Dual. Plural.

or

or 5

Rt. m U. ( st. b. arr or at, w. b.

NOTE. The root y forms -^qR*T in the Second Person sin-

gular.

67. >^nt< roots ending in ^ do not take the intermediate

3- before tr, and those containing 97 or ending in a vowel other

than 3( take it optionally. (Before other consonantal termina-

tions, the f is necessarily inserted. )

Rt. if U. ( at. b. xifl^ or *nn^ w. b. "5^ )

PAUASMAirADA. ATMANEPADA.

Siugular. Dual. Plural. Singular. Dual. Plural.

or
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Rfc. ^ U. ( st. b. f or

- f^RTO or

w. b.

A.

Hfc. JUT U. (base *nST, the final srr of this being dropped before

all weak terminations and before

or

The roots ^r, vfF, 7T,%) ^, *ff and others ending in an>

af)r are conjugated like 57. See Note under Art. 63.

P. ( See Art. 52, page 68 ) ( st. b. innT or ***%> w - b.

JT*rrr or ^^, qfesf, ^f^Ti jfj^-, TOy:, ^^ | if^r?;, jf^;, j^ : |

P. ^T, ffftra, tff5T*T I tfI%?T or f^ ( S. R. 16, 25
), ^^^:,

^^ I ffi, f o I

P. ^^?^, ^^F>^, ^?F>T*I I ^^vrr or srar?5- ( S. R. 26 ),

P. or S. R. 16

JT^T P. ( base J^S^r ) PT^T, ^Tr^iTf , f o | *

( Art 51 o, page 66
), JT*rsW$: f o

i

^ P, ( st. b ^ or ^fr, w. b. ^f ) ^fr? or

or

or

Exception*. The roots ajT , ^r and esf take f before tf neces-

sarily, while ^j^and ^ take it optionally. Thus, a^ P.

Art< 61 a
'P. or 66)
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*** *l**f *JtJIl*<> *I<*MH I Wjfjvf or^a1

( Art. 51 a, page

68. Vet roots (excepting ^f, tj and
vj ) take the inter-

mediate f optionally before all consonantal terminations, ^r
and v take \ before *r optionally, and necessarily before other

consonantal terminations. Thus :

or ^rT, *wfo* or =?nr^, 'Wfrf or *r$pnr (B. R.

18, 29 ) | n^f*TC or =^rr, ^TSRtr., ^qm I ^JTHT, f o I

A. ^$PT, Wtfret or ^ro^> ^^f*TTfr or ^^o*Tf I ^WfMt
iniTV, ^raf^^ or ^ar^^ I ^5T%. f I

8ee Art - 51 fl Pa e 66 ) ^'I^or ^j^, ^IJ^*T or

(S. R. 26, 27ft.),

55 A. ^JJ^, ^iff^f or^rg, i*iij
or srrpni ^Jj or

( 8. B. 27 o, 28
), ^ijfru, ^nf^%^% or ^rgrt ( 8. R. 26 b,

17
ft,

28 ) | ^IT^, ^rfr%, ^ft* I

( We give below some forma of Vet roota which illustrate

the application of the various Sandhi Rules. )

2nd Pert, singular. 2nd Pert, plural.

Bt. s^P. flflffa or *nr*T or f^fc

( Art. 51 a, page 66 )

5f p - S'Ttf^ or 5^^ or

(8. R. 27, Excep. ft)

or f%T5
or rrrfr 3nnffv%-j% or

69- Bases ending in ^ preceded by a conjunct consonant.

and those ending in ^ take Ouna before weak termination*

also. This rule is applicable to the roots ^JTT and 35*, and

optionally to CT, ? and <i. Thus :

Rt. ^*[ P. ?!WR or 4WU> ^TWft^, ^Wft'H I

f o I

or
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P. HR, Hrft^, * I STTfar ( Art. 67, Exoep.) 3TTC*r:,

Jf.
P. *nTR or SfiTT, ^TTKf , joi *firft<l, 5TR3j:, ^TTf I ^HTK, f .

? P. <T* or * or * <rif or

or TOjv JTT
or

70. The roots mentioned below, *with the exception of

and y^, undergo Samprasarana before reduplication. Thus

they form their weak bases; while the strong bases are formed

from these by restoring the radical syllable to its original form,

the redaplicatire syllable continuing to be the same.

Samprasarana. to. base. at. bate.

Bt. ^ 3^ ^^=3:^ ^f^or
^f ^ ^^1=^^ T^f Or

. R. 20.) ^3C=3TO 3*^ or

^3f=^f^ T^? or

3S<T=( 87 B. 38; n^or
or

or

or

or

Bt.^ U. ^^r^ or

^r^ i 3TH*, IT^H:, ^r^:, ii sr^, Tr>^t, -3^^? i

ST^R*, ^rr^r i ^'t, f i

^ U. ^^r? or 3^9, 3^, ^^ I ir^tr or ^^r? ( 8- B. 27.

Excep. J. ), tF&g:, -53 I gTr?, T 3>t> ^T^Wf ,

or SS^T, gfff , fT*T I C*fr*r or

t U - ^W or ^^' ^Sf^, ^ffrT I ^ff%^ or

: ^f%
I ^f%, fo I

71. Boots beginning with 3^ followed by a conjunct

consonant, and those beginning with ^ are not reduplicated,

and
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but arni is perfixed to them in forming the base. This applies
to the root af^ ( 5. A. ) also. E. g.

Bt. |^ P. Vet. ( base SJH>^ ) a?R3f , 3TRR3? or

or arnTssT i 3TRf%f*r or

i sTTJra, f i

af^ A. Vet. (base arnTO) arnnf, 3fRf^r| or arrfT^nt. 3TR1%IT?
or ?M<<3 t 3TRftreoraTT'rST(8.B, 16, 24 a

), sfFRTnT.

aTRfop^ or 8TRT3^ ( 8. R. 16, 24 c) | SfTT^, afnrcrfa, f o ;

72. Boots containing a prosodially short a? an<^

beginning with a simple consonant not changeable in the

reduplicative syllable (by Rule 3 of reduplication), substitute

q* for the af and at the same time drop their rednplioative

syllable before weak terminations, and before rr when it i*

added with the intermediate ?. ( This rule is not applicable tc

the roots ^TfT, T^ au(l those beginning with ^). j?. y-

Bt. ^ U. ( st. b. imr^ or q?r^, w. b. ^ ) ^fpr or m*} %f^^
t

P. ( st. b. rrr^ or ^^t
w. b. q^) trtfr

3^ or

qf^ir | q^HT or rir^r, ^*rj:,^ i TITT^, ^o |

P. Fr. ( st. b. JHTT^ or ^r^, w. b. ^) ^r?T or

or %^, ^ftpr or iftiT I ^W or ^T^ ( Art. 51 a, pag

^ P. (st.b. ^r^ or f^[, w. b. ^jr) ^rf of

^tr or ^r^ (S. B. 26 a, 27 A), *ftj:, |f I

^f U. ( st. b. ^TTf or 5^5, w. b. %^) ^rrf or ^3
%f^i or ^^f (by S. B. 27, Excep. c)', ^?j:, ^ i

%t, ^f|T| ^ffHt, I %ff^> f I

73. This change of the radical ST to q* is necessary also

in the case of ^ (changed to ^ by Art. 69), qrw, if^ and irq- .

It is optional in the case of ^ 4. P. (changed to

fTr,, ^T^, W^, *ryr^ nd ^^. .S. g.

Rt. P. ?ror*; or
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or 5^nr , ^nr i
> or

A. Vet ^, 5rrnr| or =^, ^f^f or ^% \ %f^t or

%<Tnfc ^rn-T or gi^ i ^fq-, 5-0 1

P. ^TTT or spre, TOTTO or ^finj, ^*rw or

or f, ^r^TH? or

or Tf^q-, ^o i

P. ^T3r, UIM^ or cf^HT, f I CTrf^T^r or ffwq, fo I

74. Irregularities :

(a) The root ^ forms the base ?^?v throughout ^f^.

(4) The root f forms the st. b. 5^ or f^, w. b. f
or rRr> fRTf, fHfT I f^HT or f^?r,

(c) The root
5-
with arfa (A.) forms the base3TI\r*nTT w^c^

is conjugated like ^r A. arnirff,

(d) The root f^f forms the base fam, f% forms nfflr and f^
forms f^f^

1

or fafch, and are regularly conjugated like fr.

Rt. f^r P. foil 14 or f*nr?r, f^rfr^^, f^n^n i f^rf^r or

() The roots 53r?jr A., sj<^ A., and
c?ff^

A. form the bases

and fqrff respectively. Thus

I f^rfT^, fo I

(/) The penultimate radical vowel of

and q^[ is dropped before the weak terminations. The =;of f^f

is changed to sr throughout. E. g.

Rt. i]^ P. ( st. b. TRTT^or 5rrr^, w. b. spu ) WTPT or

^HPH^; rf'
>

*r*T I *rTf%T or *H|-*r, TT"Tr:, F9 I ^nTTTj

^j; P. ( st. b. TIMM, or r^> w. b. r^ ) *nTPT or

*iR*T*t I vHMf^T or =H^~VJ, *T^!tr:, *JE^ | HTR, f I

T^ A. (base 5T33^=if8. R. 19 ) 3T&*tfin3>3fffrnt '
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P. ( st. b. HTT^r or ^T^H, w. b. r^ S R. 20 )

NOTE. The root^ has no forms in the Perfect and the

Benedictive. The forms given above are optional substitutes

of
ST^ and therefore the 2nd Per. singular is ^Mffrq only.

(</) The perfect of p\j is formed from the base

Thus ftp*Rr-ftpTO or gjrpj-^sre, fafann- <>r

fa'SRCy or
^nETPJ*!', * I

(A) The root %-e^ forms the base arPT^r throughout.

Thus, fppB&, tfufaT, fo |

(') The root fft is changed to fjr optionally before strong

terminations. Thus ff^q-FrFTO or ^, fi

or 7fw>-tTW tr: I rt^'l< or

The nasal of ^3^ A. is optionally dropped. Thue
or WH> ^TWf*i^$ or m^faHqij, if

o |

^ EXERCISE X.
2*r flfrpy ^f^r?rr

!%fa ^^rr^r y rr^ ^55 : i *?4ft*nn ii

i wrr

r^ % TT 5R^it|: i rprr T^'t R^TT
>ff

i sir
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i ^fa TTTP

fofof :

MIll

rw^ i

u

i

u

HT

: n

i

u

Vis'vdmitra, the son of Gadhi, was (*r) a prince of the

Lunar race, the sovereign of K&nyakubja. He had a conflict

( f^-iTf ) with the Brahmana sage Vasishtha for the possession

of Katnadhenu. At the command of Vasishtha the cow
created ( ^^ ) hordes of Yavanaa, and by their aid she van-

quished ( qrrnr ) Vis' vamitra. The latter convinced of the

power of Br&hmanahood, determined (ffrsf-f^) to raise himself

up to that rank, and for this purpose practised (5^ Pass. )

penance for thousands of years. The gods, who were always
afraid of any austere penance practised on earth, sent down

( q--f? ) a nymph named Menaka to entice him to lead a worldly

life. Vis'vimitra yielded (^ ^TT ) for a time to the charms of

the nymph, and he had by her a daughter named S'akuntala.
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However in the end, the persevering ascetic obtained mastery

( *Yfr-^) over his passions and by the power of his austerities

he began ( q-tfr^ ) to create new stars in the heavens. The

gods were again frightened ( ^-^w ) at this, and he desisted

fO from the creation of new worlds only when they made

*ft ) him a royal sage.

NOTES, tfof qrar To bet, to pledge oneself to a wager,

adj. Should be served. tpr^?\^ An agreement,
-To be reduced to. ftMff j^-To be sad or disappointed.

Ml ul4Hi fT To live upon, to maintain oneself. tft=crUf *T*fr

^T- *l *IHIf{-Kept himself awake i.e. cognizant of all that was

passing in his and in foreign dominions.

synonymous. 3^ft*T &c.-This is said by Slti when a false

rumour of Rama's death was communicated to her by the demons -

*jffl*ftn *rf faT ffa;T &c.-Fie upon my wretched self o heartless

and disgraced by my atill continuing to live. H ^ *TT| : &-
^-^ have here the sense of 'no sooner than' 'as soon-aa',

See note on page 61 . ^f iniT &c.-This is paid by a young lady

referring to her behaviour with her lover. ^f| fT To speak

freely, familiarly or agreeably, a^r^:-Without fear i.e. with

courage. ar'fr^'.-Unfatigued, disinterested. Mffifl"!^'-?*!^^

SfsrT JH^TTT I ?TNfOTff%^^r 'With the flames taming to the

right (
of the sacrificer ).' g^% ^ ^r% ^^<iriTl^ I 3TTT-

zrrsft^ Having no thought of flight ( srTPT ) afeifW' &o.-

This verb f^f with ^^ governs two Accusatives, the thing
collected being the direct and that from which it is collected

being the indirect object. The Lunar race q|H<jq: | For the

posteision apf, ftff : > mx% I Convinced

Hank i^ft I To entice him to lead Sfc.

^Frr I Paon ff^?r?rrfor | Charms

r: I Pertevering

LESSON XI.

THE PERFECT ( continued. )

75. The Periphrastic Perfect is formed by adding

to the root and then appending to this base the forms of the
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Reduplicated perfect of the auxiliary verbs &, ^r
and ar^'to

be/

Boots, which are Parasmaipadin, take the Parasmai. forms

of the auxiliary verbs, while Atmane. roots take the Atmane-

forms of |7 only and the Parasmai. forma of
ar^[

and w .*

76. In adding afl-^ to roots, primitive or derivative,

the following rules should be observed

(a) Boots of the 10th Conjugation and Gausals retain 373:

before arr^; thus, cR^-cff^rjj; ;
Oaus. verb cffrc^r-^rcsrr^; &o.

(b) Of the primitive roots, ^rq- and *r|rr gnnate their

vowels, while *ft, ^f; *> and ( ftU * ^e 3rd Conjugation ) are

changed to that form which they have before the strong termi-

nations of the Special Tenses. Other roots remain unchanged
before

arr^.-
E- 9-

Rt. ^^ base affaR Rt. HIT base

,> sir

f
St. ^jlO. P. and 1. A.

or

* The rootB ST^
' to be ' and ?f are not used in the GeneraP

Tenses as independent verbs, the forms of r and^ U. being
substituted for them. The root

arg;
when used as an auxiliary

has the following forms in this Tense (P.) arr^T

3W II (A.)

arr%, arr^r^j arrflft s
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or

77. The Passive forms of the Reduplicated Perfect arc

.obtained by applying to the bases of all roots the Atmanepada
terminations. The Passive forma of the Periphrastic Perfect

are similarly obtained by applying to the bases the Atmanepadft
forms of the Reduplicated Perfect of the roots ^, r and

Rt. f^ Act. inrpT, ^nrg:, ^nj: i Pass, -^f, -3nrr?r

^ TW:, ^T5 : TW-- i

Act.

78. The Perfect participles are formed by adding 7^
Parasmai. and 3971 Atmane. to the weak base of the Perfect.

When the weak base consists of one syllable only, q^ is added

with the intermediate f ,
and it may be added with or without

the f to the roots ip^, f^, ^^, ff^ and fa^
' to obtain. ' In the

case of ?nt, f^aud rsr^, the penultimate afis ^ot dropped when

^K is added without the intermediate f . ( The final rowel of

roots ending in Hf aid the penultimate H of tr^ * 3 dropped
after reduplication, and m is added with f ). A\ y.

Rt.
|r. U. w. b. ^ffr Perf . part,
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U. w. b. fofv^ Perf part.

U. Mr
fr u. f^

u. ^
P. sn^r or Tfira; "rrr^^C or

(S. R. 29)
P. "TTErr or arrrqr TTf^n-^ or

or

fP?.P-

T P* M

or

79. Those roots * that drop their penultimate nasal

before the 7 of the passive, also drop it in forming their

Perfect participles. Before adding ^^ or afpr, the base is

formed from such roots as if there were no nasal in them. E. g.

Rt. arrsr P. dropping nasal 3^ w. b. 3TT*r Perf. part.

80- Roots ending in ^ change the ^ to f^ ( and to 3^
after labials or ^) by 8. R. 30 b, and then they are reduplicat-

ed, and ^r added to them. But before afpf the root is first

reduplicated and then the ^ changed to
f-^

or ^r. E, g.

Rt.
|

P. changed to f^ w. b. ffff^ Perf. part.

f p -
3?; ^

f U - > I?! H^ or

81. The Perfect participles ending in ?f^are declined

like f^rj^ having three bases, viz., Anga base ending in
<ff^,

Pada base ending in ^and Bha base ending in g'^r (changed
to 3^r ). The last is identical with the 3rd Person plural of the

* They are 3^3^;, >r>^, *3^, *n^, ^3^;,
and
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Reduplicated Perfect of the root, with the Visarga replaced by

*{; and in the case of root* mentioned in Art. 79 and 80, it is

formed by adding the termination 3^ to the same weak base

which receives ?P3(. B.g.
MASCULINE.

Rt . PerJ. part. Nom. sing. Nom. pi. Ace. pi. Loc. ting. Loc. pi.

or or or or

^.ft, Tffa^ ^ffoi^nt ^ffa^fa: T<f*j^ : STUfa
or or or or

NEUTER.

Nom. and Ace. fcfN(l>
The Fern, base of these participles is formed by adding

io the Bka base. E. g. f?P5^r> ^
^j^f, frifri^<rr> &o. declined like

Note. Perfect participles should be translated in English

by verbs in the Present Perfect or Pluperfect tense either in

adjectival sentences or in adverbial sentences beginning with

'when.'

EXERCISE X7.
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r? n f ^ ?r

n ^ f? ^mr^nTT srrrrtrm^ ?rr^ n

II

U ^

^- n s

: n v

n ^

^: n

n

JTf :

: n

n

: II

When Pradyumna was only Bix years old, he was taken

away ( STT-C) by the demon S'ambara and cast ( ST-ar^T) into

the ocean. There he was swallowed (R-^) by a large fish, but

he died not. The fish was caught (q-^ ) by fishermen and carried
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( ;ft ) to 8'ambara'a palace. There it was being out down by
his wife May &vat i,

when a beautiful child was seen (f5T) in
its belly. He was concealed ( ft-33 ) and reared ( ^fcr ) care-

fully by Mayavatl at the instance of Narada. When her

attained youth, Mayavatl was fascinated ( ftf^r ) by the

beauty of his person and fell in love (!fP^) with him. She
told ( ^ptr) him how he was cast by S'ambara into the aea and
rescued by her from the belly of a fish. When he heard

(fj?5^r) ^16, he became greatly enraged, fought with

S'ambara and killed
( feqmryg ) him. At that time Narada

came there and informed ( VTTT ) him that he was Kama
himself. He was burnt down ( fsfT-^f ) by S'iva, but was
afterwards revived ( ifrTC ) by him at the request of the gods
when Parvati, the daughter of Himalaya, was married*

(<rft<ft) by him.

NOTES. (\) 3t% usually governs the Abl. but sometimes the

Ace. also. (^) Construe ?^*rf *ft ^rf^^^r^ ( ffr: ) TtT^T tt^-

ifaf T fo^f I (\) 3* W^TT- The yoke of the earth t. . the

responsibility of government. M^Hr? * -Superior power, (y)

^fr^TT The goddess Durga. (^) jfor?r^ Depotitiag of the

sacred fire on the altar with recitation of Vedic hymns. (^)

^n>=?rMr i () ^^ Trrn^rr^i ^rtrfrrr The god of love is

called SCTIp ( ^ne bodiless ), but in Dvaravati he lived i. t.

manifested himself in his proper form. (<?) q-^RgrreU ^IT^hT >

(^) TTPPt fl^F*WWTT I (V.) HTOT^r n.-Blessing, what is worth

hoping for.
JJT^FT^Jrl adj.-Superfluous, ( lit. becoming a repeti-

tion). H^TfT-'?5frf^n!'
:
?f> 5^l ('.-') This is said at the end of a battle-

when the darkness and tumult produced by missiles had ceased.

(\3) This describes the exploits of Vishnu in some of his

incarnations. efr^Miaf^qr The earth was losing its balance (and
therefore sinking ) at the end of the Kalpa i. a. the time of th

Universal Deluge. (*.y) Tr^nT^vTvfhc : Steady in sitting down

i. t. sitting down steadily. HHTnrr ^ the from of the Present

and the Perfect participle; here it should be taken as the Per-

fect participle to corresspond with f^jisfr, &c. fir^ = ^ftr8^5^l

;jqfa: = ff ^fT : I (VO Vamana was one of the incarnations of

Vishnu which preceded his incarnation as Rama, ^gct: Of

which he had heard from the sage Via'vamitra.
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The acts of his previous birth as Vamana. 3?*RT: Feeling a

pleasurable excitement. Sise years

Fishermen VfnrTT: I Carefully qc*fr(: I -At the instance of

Narada iH4W\*W*&*> ^%?R I When he attained youth

or

LESSON XII.

NUMERALS.
82. The numerals from 1 to 19 have already been given

and their declension and use treated in the F. 8. Course, Lesson

XXII. The numerals denoting 'tens' are:

20 *Tf%/. 60

so *nrft/. 70

40 arefrm/. so

50 ^m/.90
By prefixing qeff, ff, nr, ^f^, 1193, q^,^ are and 37 to

these, intermediate numerals (from 21-29, 31-39, &c. ) are

formed, ff
1

, ft- and 3^5" are changed to ff> ^^ and sr?r before

fgrarpT and f%?T^; they remain unchanged before 3??a7l%j befora

the rest the change is optional. Thus,

21 q-^fl^Tfrf 36 T?nrer^ 64 ^:*rfg- 92 r%T^f% or

22 $rf%3rf?r 37 ^fff%^ 66
sr?5fg- fPT^f%

23 5f?fri%^rf?I 38 aTSTpsrer^ 68 argTsr?^ or 93 nnr^f% or

24 ^^?ri% 39 ^f%5T^
25 <r23i%srm 42

ft=5r^rf5c^
81 q^r^rrR 94

26 t^ft?rm or fHrenrhra; 82 ir??frm 95

27 CTTfltf? 43
f^rg-rR^

83 5^^frf% 96

28 aTCTH^rPcT or srsr^rerrf^ 84 =^[95^ 97

29 ?r^f%^f?f 44 =q^
;

^rfrnNni 85 TJsrtfrfrr 98 ar^^f Or

31 Tgtf5RRJ[ 46 5r^c^rft^T^ 86 q^ftfrf

32 frT^^ni. 48 are^rerrnsr^ 87 ^mRfmr 99

33 5Rn%Ri^ or aTHT^r^rf^^T^. 88

34 g^f-^ 62 f^srfg- or ^psnt 89

63 ppsn% or 5r?r:<srr 91
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The numerals 19, 29, 39, &e. may also be formed by pre-

fixing 114KI3 or (J<4tfv( or g^r (= mtw/s one ) to the next numeral

denoting a multiple of ten. Thus, JTWpih&ffl or ir^fMfcq^ or

l< or

83 The numerals from f%^f% to iq^qRi are feminine

nouns. Those of them that end in f are declined like ?frfa/. and

those ending in <^are declined like ?fri/. They are used in two

ways: (1) They may be in apposition to the noun of which

they show the number, agreeing with it only in ease, not in

gender and number. In this use they are always in the singu-

lar. Thus, RraiffTCfaPTT:, f^RHO ^ffa:, <re*JT fif^, V^Pnfr^^:,
&o. (2) Taey may be joined to the noun in the Qen. case and

may then be used in the dual and plural. In this case they are

collective nouns. Thus, flignHi f%*Tt%:-f%5Rfr-f^rew:, &c.

84. The numerals after 99 are likewise all nouns,

whether the words signifying them are simple or compound.

They are formed from *m n. 100, m& n. IQuO, %f^?f w. 10,000,

&o. denoting the powers of ten.*

By using fif, fr, ^rg^, &c. as numeral adjectives to *r?f, *TfW

&c. or by prefixing them to 5T?r,*rg5r, &c - BO as to form a Dvigu

compound, we get numerals denoting the multiples of ?TCT,

&o. E. g.

200 fc ^T% or ffwni 6,000 *r>% nw\
300 3tf*t fifirf^r or firfrd^ G,OOO ^^^rrfor or

400 ^^T^?I^n% or ^t^ra, 10,000 ^T^^rrr^ or

One mode of forming the numbers intermediate between

100 and 200, 200 and 300, &c. is to compound srfoeff or 3-Tfr

(
= more) with the numeral up to 99 and to use the compound

as an adjective to *ra srffl, &o. ^ (
= minus) may similarly

be compounded to get the same result. . g.

or qi ^f frtffav

or

n
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Another mode of forming some of these intermediate

numerals is given in Art. 86.*

85 The ordinals corresponding to the first ten numerals

are :,

1st n*m or srnfjf or snffjf 5th

(/. Tr ) 6th

2nd ft?fpr (/ o*r ) 7th

3rd 3<fRr (/. o^r ) 8th

4th ^mr (/ o?ff ) or 3* Oth ^if (/. oft )

or ffor (/. o^rr ) loth ^R (/. o# )

NOTE. The Nom. plural, of ij^rq
1

( .) is jr?r^ or ofr:;

f^ffiqr a ^ fCtfN" are declined like^ optionally in the Dat.

Abl. Gen. and LOG. singulars.

The ordinals corresponding to the rest of the numerals

are formed as follows :

* In expressing large numbers, the digits are frequently

mentioned in their order from right to left
( H^TTf ^WrJT

TTf%: ), zero (0) being called ^fq n. The digits themselves form a

Dvandva compound, which again is made a member of a Tatpu-
rusha or a Bahuvrihi compound by joining it with fjf^f pp, adj.

or q*gqr / E- 9- ftWH^ffrrir: PTT: = 1^72 persons;

frT^5Wf^I^^:^'sir^nT^
>

ftsnfsf=4>08,75a days.

The digits in such cases are sometimes represented by
names of objects popularly known to have the corresponding

numbers. Thus,

1 expressed by *rf*i, f?f, ^r, &c. or their synonym*.
2 $^r,W, TT, &c.

TT arm, &c.

t^>^gr, ^r, &
&c -
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(a) By dropping the final qr of q^TTW^ to

., (% of nrofw and its compound j.

11 i, i.
of f%?ni., -q^ifam. and

and their compounds.
., y of the compound? only o

*nrfa> 3T5ftf?T and ^fo,

The final 17 of all these ordinals U changed to % in the

feminine.

(6) By adding ?pr (/. ojfj- )
to all numerals except the first

nineteen. The addition of <nr to qr%, ^rrfet> aT^ftm^ T^m, ?HT,

g^W, &c. is the only way of forming ordinals from them. E. g.

15th q^a^r 74th ^Hr^rjrri or

20th ftff or 86th ^T^HT or

36th ^spra or tsf?5r5T^f*T 100th $<&& only
41st m^mtjr or q^- 1,000th ^?RfiT only

50th tninr or <r^nn^rT 1 1 1 th

60th ^flifH only 211th

86. The cardinal numbers from '111' to 159/ '211' to

259,' &c. may be formed by using the shorter ordinals ( given

in Art. 85, a) from llth to 59th as adjectives to

&o. ,&. ^. H
This rule applies to m& also; thus, 1,041 =

87. Numerals compounded with i^r form adjectives

denoting 'fold/ 'times,' &c. -S. ^. ^ipr= two-fold or double.

^g^of=four-fold
or quadruple, 3re^T=eight-fold, &c. They are

compounded with rr*r to denote a fraction, as

88. Collective numerals. The collective numerals corres-

ponding to the numbers from 2 to 10 are :

ST^" or fofl^T orfifjff n. A collection of two

ir^ or frrfir or f^r M. three
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or "qfgsy n. A collection of four

or ^efT n. or TOt(/. five

. six

Beven

. or f^/. ten

89. Numeral adverbs. The adverbs of definite frequency

are formed by applying ffigm to all numerals except the first

rfour, which have special forms corresponding to them. Thus,

^Tff^ once T-j><^: five times

Hf: twice M^^-' six times

Hf: thrice ^f^-^^r^: twelve times

q^: four times Sfpnf^f:
hundred times

The suffix qj is added to numerals to form adverbs express-

ing kinds, ways or parts, &c. Thus, q^rvfl
1 in oneway; ff^r

or ^vrf in two ways or 2 parts; fsrvrf ;or %qr
r
in three ways or

3 parts; ^gqt, q^vTT 'TTCT or
'srf>Tr, ST^T? &

The suffix ^fR is added to numerals to express repetition.

Thus,
one at a time or one Also ^f?r: much or many
by one. at a time.

two at a time or in BT^TT' a little or few at a

twos. time.

three at a time or in ^TW: all at once.

threes.

EXERCISE XII.

TTTT

fIT^T
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\

: 11

n ^

i

: u

<i, i

II V

f^rffNfr

Of the eighteen Parvans of Mahabhurata, the twelfth is th<

biggest. It contains three hundred and thirty-nine chapters ,

and fourteen thousand, seven hundred and thirty-two versea.

The eighteenth is the shortest containing only five chapters,
and two hundred and nine verges.

The Rtgveda contains eight Aihtakat and each Ashtaka

wight chapters. Thus there are sixty-four chapters in all. It

is also divided into ten J/itzncia/af. There are a little more than

a thousand hymns, a little more than two thousand Vargas and

a little more than ten thousand verses. At the beginning of the

seventh Mandala, which is in the first chapter of the fifth

Atktaka, there are twenty-five verses addressed to Agni.

The year 1899th of the Christian Era corresponds to 1821st

of S'tlivahana'i and 4847th of Yudhishthira's.
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A Lunar year hag twelve months and about 356 days.

Every third year has thirteen months. Each month contains

about 295 days and each day twenty-four hours or sixty ghati-

kas.

NOTE, : (^) There is a pun here on q"3f?$ *rr which means

'to become five' or <to be reduced to the five elements' ( <jfMr>

yfW-, %*Tv ^Tg:, and 3rnfiT5r: ) to suffer death. *tnfor &<>

would therefore mean that owing to their rivalry they tried to

become five-fold f . . they suffered death. ($) g^m^T^ =W> \

^TTT;nT':TTr A series ef step?. (V) Construe

I JT^^^^nT^r &c. The excellence to

which good qualities reach depends upon the person who

possesses them. Biffgeit-mrrfo I Shortest tTfqgr I 3reff . A
book of the .Kigveda. Divided f^JTrfT I -^ W^ wore than a

thottsand t^f^c^^^^^ I Hymns FT^rR I A verse of the

Rigveda ?^ /., J^T I Addretsed to Agni
: I Christian Erafawi^: \ Correspond ^pr

adj. -^ (with the Instr.). About 29^
. A division of time equal to twenty-four minutes.

VOCABULARY X, XI and XII.

/. The mother of the ^jrf^ adj. Unequalled, matoh-
g ds -

less.

it" A younger brother, ^rfej p

Majesty, dignity. sp^fa \
m ' An ocean -

pron. Each other, one y^af . Name of the ohario-

another. teer of the sun.

adj. Free from impedi- ^ r . (aHfa 1- P.) To
ments, unobstructed. honour, to worship.

m. A spy. ^ i /
.

Aflftme
. Want, desire, wish. 3rf%^ $

J
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PP> adj. Shaken, put

down.

Hope, desire.

- Name, title.

. Feeble, weak, sick.

. The god Vishnu.

. A support, a recep-

tacle.

. A river.

n. A blessing, a hope-

". A hermitage.

vt. With srf*T To approach.

ft and arftf vi. To

pass away.

ad/. Accustomed to,fit for.

ad/. On the point of

going.

n. Lifting up, saving.

adj. Excited, eager.

( Caus. of *rcr with
^&

) To prepare, to provide.

ad/. Pit to be served,

worthy of being worshipped.

Indecl. Without (with a

noun in the Abl. )

m. A jar, a pot.
m. The period of the

duration of the world after

each creation.

n. A forest.

n. A group, a troop.

f^TTT />/. adj. Sent, placed.

- The soul-

n. Name of a town,

^ vt. or . ( ?rfT% 1. P. )
To

speak, to prattle.

in. An eagle, the vehicle

of Vishnu.

f. A measure of time

equal to 24 minutes.

- The goddess Durga.
n. Agreeable or sweet

words, flatteiy.

vt. With ^ To collect, to

gather.

w. An aetion, a deed.

. The earth.

ad/. Wishing to win,

desirous of victory.

H<j
J -fl m - Paras'urama, the

son of Jamadagni.

. The tongue.
Life, living.

^/- All-conquering.

? m. (/. OUT ) A son.
J
* An eagle.

- Name of a heavenly

nymph.
. adj. Frightened, afraid-

m. Name of a son of

Brahman (f.)

The mother of demons

( Danavat ).

. Giving, gift,

m. Slavery.
The mother of demons

( Dailyas ).

adj. Heavenly, divine*

beautiful.

With f% and an To

order, to command.
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adj. Unstable, miserable.

m. A divine sage.
. Lustre, splendour.

A serpent.

m. The god of wealth.

adj. An archer.

. The earth,

trt. With srf>f To speak, to

declare, to say.
. (/ oft) A fisherman.

". A constellation.

t. With ^y To rise up, to

go up high.
m. A sound, roar.

( Cans, of f^" with ft )

To tell, to narrate
( with a

noun in the Dat. ).

m. A wager, a bet.

m. An agreement.
vi. With srf>T trt . To fall

upon.
. A foot-soldier.

f. With sj To be reduced

to, to go or attain to the

state of, to submit oneself to

. The god Brahman.

A row, a series.

prcn. One another, each
other.

m. A year,

ad/. Pale red.

pp- adj. Out^ torn,

m. n . The part of the body
below the armpit, a side of

the human body.

adj. Holy, saored.

. The god Brahman.

adj. Repeated, super-

fluous.

Indecl. In front.

n. The sandy bank of a

rver.
m. Excellence.

m. A progenitor. The
Creator.

n. Preparation of the

sacred fire for sacrifice.

adj. Being or placed on

the right,
n. Allurement.

m. Occasion.

In the course of conversation.

child, an offspring.

Maintenance of life,

subsistence.

3- adj. Grown up, advanced
in age.

m. Position. Display.
m. Name of a demon who

was crushed by Vishnu in

his 5th incarnation.

m. An arrow.

^j vi. (^iT% 4. A.) To awake.

adj. anything eaten, food.

. Birth, wordly existence.

f m. Affection, devotion.

The heart or mind.
* The god of love.

vt. ( ir^^RT-W 10. U. ) To
adorn, to decorate.

adj. Intoxicated.

Indecl. For my sake.

m. Grief, sorrow. Anger,
wrath.
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. A ray.

odj. Praiseworthy.

adj. Costly, expensive.

. A king.

*. With ft* To create, to

build.

. (/. o>ft) Belonging to

the Magadhaa (South Berar).

. The charioteer of

Indra.

Indecl, False.

. Release, freedom.

.fN^T-%io. u. )
To liberate, to release.

t5T/- An accident.

vt. Within To curb, to

restrain.

n. Going, motion.

/. Night.
". A woman.

. Speed, impetuosity.
" A ray.
* Rama, a descendant of

Raghu.
m. A name of S'iva. Name
of a group of gods eleven in
number and regarded as

manifestations of S'iva.

The fourth constel-
lation (consisting of "tars)
considered to be the most
favourite wife of the moon.

&i1 PP. adj- Made light or

base, disgraced.
n. A particle, a drop.

- An elegant woman.
The earth.

. A horse.

. A horse.

m. Quarrel, hostility.

/ Lightning,

m. Hostility, enmity.
77i. Dispute, quarrel.
-

77i. pi. Name of a clas*

of deities ten in number,

f r*. Withtrft To surround.

. (sim^l. A.) To be

pained, to suffer pain,

m. A god. A bird.

. Fear, doubt.

m < An epithet of Indra\

adj. Embodied, having

a body.
n. Rule, order.

TO. Fire.

adj. Devoid, destitute.

adj. Dark-coloured,.

blue or black.

ntf^tf/?/?. ady.Rendered
dark.

vt. With sjj% To promise.

pp- o^j> Consecrated.

Refined, polished.

. A bed, a mat.

>/'>
a<y Spread out.

. Name, title,

ci. With jj To becom*

bright or cloudless.

n. A house.

: Indecl. Instantly.

/.A co-wife, a rival wife.

> a<
^/< Accomplished.
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j. Wishing or ready *Jfr? *. Name of a demn
to asoend. killed by Rftma.

Wfhflf/y. #. Become ^ t,i. With f^ To run, to spread

common. ^"/ ^valry.

wj^ od/'. Distinct, manifest.
. White. ^_^ m _ A chariofc

. HBppy. ^ w
-

t With ^T f. To lugbr

. Nectar- nt to deride.



ADDENDA,

Translate into English, name and fully dissolve

the compounds in the following:



ERRATA.

Page. Line.

2 27 for SjftflfM read

8 9 afr^

8 11
,, orf^sfr

9 20
,,

action the action

13 16 5*r 3S

16 5
,, fc?p^ fwpfr

19 25 :

'

(left hand column for qftrrfq
1 read

20 3 /or cooling rod oooing

35 28 for dissoliving read dissolving

36 6 for *rel? read

37 31 for f^tfg
1 read

37 32 /or ??ir<J
read

39 31 /o* 3T>t^nf reod

41 34 ( right hand column )/or ^ read
15^

61 31 for shade read shed

62 6 ( right hand column ) for ^TFT m. read qrfFT adji

67 26 for 25 read 52

72 22 ( right hand column )/or t^ffcf n. rad

79 6 for ad. read adj.

79 18 for Th perfecet read The Perfect

88 16 for flHJi read

92 18 /"or ^ri; read SR^

93 10 /or 21 read 29

95 11 for ^ffj- read
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